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editor in chief, marco kokkotdear readers,

last weekend, we celebrated the international women’s day in many countries around 
the globe. but it seems that this day has lost in significance. some groups of people 
discuss even its abolition. but why� once established to realize the women's suffrage, 
those people think, that the goal is reached now. however, not everywhere women 
have the right to vote. moreover, worldwide we experience a lot of injustices, not only 
regarding gender equality. and often women bring those issues into public to activate 
people to make the world a better place.

it was exactly 1�� years ago, shortly after the end of the 1st world war, when europe 
experienced an epoch of radical changes. this era was also influenced by powerful 
women. great heroines like rosa luxemburg sacrificed their lives for peace and freedom. 
it was a time of social upheavals, revolutions, hopes and dreams as well as trials and 
tribulations. especially in germany, the latter were caused by a weak political system, 
which was characterized by instability, disputes and tensions. 

sounds familiar� even today, we experience again social, environmental and political 
problems in many countries. these problems as well as the current developments are 
comparable on several levels with the time 1�� years ago. and again, they are women, 
who stand up to face the problems. more powerful than ever, because of the social 
networks. 

while adult women like clara zetkin and rosa luxemburg fought for freedom and 
women rights in the past, young women like emma gonzález or greta thunberg fight 
for our rights and those of our descendants today. 

therefore, the international women’s day is much more than a day to honor women 
worldwide. moreover, it’s a day which reminds us to believe in our goals as well as 
to stand up for values of our life. 

valeur considers days like the international women’s day as a keepsake and 
homage to all women, of the past and modern times. thus, we dedicate this edition 
especially to all girls and women, who fought and still fight for human rights as 
well as a better world. these heroines are true role-models forever. 

thus, please follow us to a brief but important trip back to the past to learn more 
about the international women’s day and some heroines of the past and our time.

              yours sincerely

EDITORIAL AT THE OUTGOING 19TH
AND BEGINNING OF THE
20TH CENTURY, the call for 

freedom and 
equality became louder amongst women all 
over the world. while the united kingdom 
was already ruled by powerful female 
sovereigns since centuries, women had fewer 
rights in the rest of europe at that time.

because they were ignored and not taken 
seriously by the elite of men, the women had to 
fight. around 1���, the so-called suffragettes 
entered the streets. actually, used as cuss by 
the press, the self-confident women used 
the name to express their greatest goal: the 
suffrage, the right to vote.
in some parts of the usa they were successful 
quickly. so, it was in wyoming in 1���, where 
women had the right to vote for the very 
first time, followed by new zealand �1����,   
�1����, norwegian �1�1�� and denmark �1�1��.

and it was here, 1�1�, at the 2nd 
international socialist women 
congress, where the german po-
litician clara zetkin �1���-1����, 
announced an international wo-
men’s day. already before, local 
women’s days was celebrated. so, 
the first women’s day in usa took 
place on february 2�, 1���. it was 
a success, because socialists and 
suffragettes joined forces. 

but, zetkin’s proclamation laid the real 
foundation stone for the international 
great day, which was celebrated in germany, 
denmark, austria-hungary and switzerland 
at march 1�, 1�11 for the first time. the 
organizers choose the date with respect 
to the german revolutions of 1���-1�, the 
so-called march revolution and the paris 
commune, which took place in march 1��1.

during the times of war, the actual reason, 
the suffrage, receded into the background. 
the women’s day turned into a day of action 
against the war and, thus, it became illegal. 
however, it wasn’t reason enough to stop 
it and, thus, the women found places to 
celebrate their day in secret.

with the inception of women’s suffrage in 
several countries after the war, it seemed the 
day could become unimportant. but the case 
of rosa luxemburg proved the opposite.

clara zetkin during the 1�2�s



clara zetkin �left� and rosa luxemburg 1�1�

JAIL & FREEDOM TO SPEECH
rosa wasn’t squeamish. but she was a very 
intelligent woman, who believed in her 
opinion. she was not afraid to talk open 
about her conviction. already at the turn of 
the century, rosa had foreseen a huge war 
between the european great powers and thus, 
she fought against political system. thus, rosa 
luxemburg was imprisoned very often. in 1���, 
she criticized the german kaiser and went to 
jail. she supported the russian revolution in 
poland in 1���, went to jail and had to face the 
death penalty. back in germany 1���, she was 

again arrested for two months for “inciting of 
different classes of the population to violence.” 
in 1�1�, she recognized that her prognosis of a 
huge war would become true soon. 

thus, during a demonstration she invited the 
crowd to disobedience against laws and orders 
of the authority. her prison sentence started 
in 1�1�, turned into preventive detention in 1�1� 
and ended on november �, 1�1�, the day when 
the german republic was announced by philipp 
scheidemann, and the “free socialist republic” 
was proclaimed by karl liebknecht, head of the 
spartacus league and one of the closest friends 
of rosa luxemburg. 

ROSA LUXEMBURG
A HISTORICAL INFLUENCER
rosa luxemburg belongs to the people, who 
sacrificed her life for our prosperity. people 
like her made it possible, that girls, women and 
men, no matter which social origin they are, 
can enjoy a free life today. we are free to go to 
school, to study whatever we want, to work, 
to express our opinion, to go to theater and to 
party. all of this wasn’t taken for granted 100 
years ago. 
rosa luxemburg was a highly intellectual polish 
woman. born in march 1871 in the russian part 
of poland, rosa started already at the early age 
to develop her interest in politics. although 
she was a polish jewish girl, she experienced 
reprisals. but she was allowed to attend the 
high-school for girls in warsaw. here she came 
in contact with karl marx’s thesis. she was 
deeply impressed. thus, from the age of 16, she 
began to play an important part in the polish - 
and later in the german - social democracy. 
because of her activities, her school denied 
award to her. she would deserve it since she 
graduated with summa cum laude from school 
as the best of her year. furthermore, the police 
became aware of her activities. therefore, rosa 
had to leave warsaw. she escaped to zurich, 
where she studied philosophy, mathematics, 
botanic and zoology, before she changed to 
law. she studied international law, state law 
and insurance law. later, she studied political 
sciences, and graduated from university with 
magna cum laude in economics with focus on 
finance as well as economic and stock market 

crises. additionally, she studied administrative 
apprenticeship and history. so, rosa was a highly 
intelligent personality. 
no wonder that the self-confident women 
started to expand her influence in politics. but, 
contrary to others, rosa understood that a 
community is stronger than a single individual. 
thus, she tried to promote an international 
class consciousness. she believed in the fact 
that national independence could not be the 
goal of a socialist party. but with her opinion 
she was too progressive and, thus, she was 
hated by many. 

A TRIBUTE TO A PIONEER OF LIBERTY
if you’re going to berlin nowadays, you’re going to see a place where people of all nations and 
cultures, of all genders and convictions are living peacefully together. however, 1�� years ago, 
berlin was a very chaotic place. shortly after the war, and before the golden twenties brought an 
era of development, innovation, peace and happiness for some years, the town experienced bloody 
fights between different political camps. the so-called spartacus uprising caused a huge battle on 
the streets of berlin. here, where people from all over the world enjoy parties today, others died 
just 1�� years ago. one of those people was rosa luxemburg. her name is still well-known in berlin. 
a central street and place are named after her. but who was this woman really�

ROSA COMES TO BERLIN
actually, to support the socialist movement 
in the german parts of poland, rosa moved to 
berlin. but meanwhile, after years of illegality, 
the german socialist party had became hesitant 
and conservatively. rosa was very disappointed. 

she wanted much more. thus, she became a 
member of the spartacus league, which had 
quite radical opinions and goals. the powerful 
woman became also a good friend of feminist 
and inventor of the international women’s day 
clara zetkin and her son. about ��� letters are 
preserved from her long-years love affair with 
kostja zetkin.

rosa luxemburg 
around 1���



A TRAGICAL DEATH FOR 
OUR FREEDOM & PEACE 
the announcements of two republics based 
on completely different ideologies caused the 
so-called spartacus uprising and bloody battles 
on the streets of berlin. thus, the rifle division 
of the cavalry guards of the freikorps captured 
karl liebknecht and rosa luxemburg, as heads 
of the league on january 1�, 1�1�. after both 
were tortured, commander captain waldemar 
pabst gave the order to execute rosa and karl.
maybe rosa suspected what will be coming next. 

while soldiers led her away, rosa was knocked 
down with a rifle butt by one of them, before 
he shot in the head of the defenseless woman. 
her corpse was flung into the landwehrkanal. 
actually, a busy area, it needed four months un-
til rosa was found on may �1. her funeral was 
joined by thousands of people.

rosa luxemburg stood up for her convictions. 
she fought for a better world her entire life. 
her tragical death shouldn’t be forgotten. it 
reminds us, that people sacrificed the biggest 
value, their life to give us the chance to enjoy 
a life in peace and freedom. our prosperity is 
their legacy. 

THUS, WE SHOULD CELEBRATE EVERYDAY AS A WOMEN’S DAY. TO HONOR WOMEN LIKE ROSA 
LUXEMBURG, CLARA ZETKIN, MARIE JUCHACZ, JANE ADDAMS, ISHBEL MARIA HAMILTON-
GORDON, MARCHIONESS OF ABERDEEN AND TEMAIR TO NAME JUST A FEW.

funeral procession: after rosa luxemburgs corpse was found in the landwehrkanal, there 
was a great compassion among the public.

in berlin, grosse frankfurter strasse corner 
lebuser street barricade fight during the november 

revolution in berlin 1�1�-1�1�. © alfred grohs
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of course, some of rosa luxemburg's opinions and actions can be considered 
as controversial. but she was a brave woman who sacrificed her life for 
democracy. a true tragedy, shortly after her murder, the weimar constitu-
tion laid the foundation stone for the first democracy in germany. but what 
would rosa luxemburg and the other pioneers of liberty and human rights 
say, when they would have to experience the current development in interna-
tional politics. xenophobia, nationalism, ignorance... we experience strange 
times, and it seems, that politicians are not able to learn from the past.

DEMOCRACY: "RULE BY PEOPLE", 
CITIZENS EXERCISE POWER BY VOTING
a democratic society is based on social values. one of these values is the 
freedom of an individual or a community to express their opinion. it is called 
“freedom of speech”. in all civilized countries it belongs to the most important 
human rights. those forms of governments, which limit or prohibit the 
freedom of speech are called dictatorships or tyrannies.
the germans have experiences with the last-mentioned kinds of regimes. first, 
they experienced the monarchy and the first world war. then, they experienced 
the nazi tyranny and the socialist workers and peasants state of the gdr. 
the latter found its end, because of impressive and peaceful demonstrations. 
These demonstrations established the slogan, which reminds us of the main 
democratic value: we are the people.
now, the demonstrations start again. after years of weak politics and the 
not well-thought european project, the people are afraid that the most 
important human right – the freedom of speech – will be limited by strange, 
non-contemporary laws.

ARTICLE 13 - WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
as usual, minister and secretaries of the european parliament try to create 
common laws for all states of europe. but europe is colorful. the countries 
have different histories, legacies, cultures and values. however, the try to 
unite them all is difficult, even if it’s a very good idea. nevertheless, in doing 
so it would be much better, if the people would have the right to vote. but 
they have no voice or chance to influence resolutions and conventions. a 

true democracy looks different. now, the eu passes a law, which is supposed 
to protect the interest of artists and creative people. of course, the idea is 
good. on the one hand, it’s fair to protect the work of a creator. a musician 
must earn money to be creative and to produce good songs. a photographer 
has to pay bills as well as an expensive equipment. so far so good.



for a while, the traditional media recognizes a decrease of readers and 
viewers. the reason are successful broadcasts, blogs and posts on the 
internet. why watching tv news or buying a newspaper, whose production 
isn’t good for the nature, when all top news are available within seconds 
on the internet� it’s the biggest change in terms of communication since the 
invention of letterpress printing. and it’s good�
however, it’s mainly good for the normal people. today, everyone has the 
chance to express his or her own opinion. instead of one-sided reporting, 
people can discuss and question what they have heard or experienced 
by themselves. Thus, without investing a lot of money, everybody has the 
chance to become a music or video star or to share an idea and opinion with 
others. people also make friendships, while sharing their travel experiences 
on youtube. others exchange their newest fashion ideas with like-minded 
people. instead of private lessons, pupils can use tutorials or education 
videos. and all of it is for free.
it's understandable that all of this cannot be in the interest of the media 
lobby. it’s certainly comprehensible that publishers and tv channels want to 
earn a lot of money with our curiosity, lack of knowledge, our bitchiness 
and envy as well as our convenience. but many of these media are more than 
superfluous. for years, they didn’t recognized that the times have changed. 
so, they didn’t respect the sophisticated demands of the audience. instead, 
they presented boring and outdated formats. the result was that people 
started to created their own media platforms. 
for years, there was no support to make it easier for young people to use 
the new media platforms. it was ludicrous, when politicians discussed that 
young youtubers should be registered as a broadcasting station, which 
included, of course, a related payment of respective fees. 
it's ridiculous, when they sue influencers, because they link to brands 
without marking it as advertisement, even when they got no money for it.  
it’s also a try, to make the life of young committed people more difficult, 
when they established the gdpr last year. people, who want to misuse data, 
do it anyway. of course, big companies have an it-department, but young 
freelancers have no money for it. they must do everything with their own 
hands and it costs time and nerves. now, the next step of the campaign “the 
end of the freedom of the internet” has begun. while media and politicians 
talk about “protection of copyrights” it means something very different.

on the other hand, the internet offers manifold chances for committed 
people. for example, many musicians became famous just because of the 
world wide web and, above all, through youtube and instagram.
but, as well as in other cases, it seems that the politicians in brussels are 
too old to understand the youth, their demands and needs as well as the 
internet and modern times. they announced a law, which should protect 
the copyright of artists. but it seems that the government in brussels 
is controlled by the lobby of huge publishers and tv channels since they 
benefit at most from that law. why�

the committed guys from netzpolitik.org had organised a huge 
demonstration on march �, 2�1�. thousands of people came to express 
their fear and frustration as well as to chant slogans like: we are 
no bots. they blamed the german politicians as well as the people in 
charge in brussels to act far away from the interest of the youth. 



with the new law so called upload-filters are obligatory necessary, but there is 
no filter which could control all copyrights. this means, youtube and others 
have to expect countless legal actions every day. thus, the worst case will be that 
youtube stops many of its services in europe. what else should they do�
therefore, instead to find fair solutions in the interests of all people, the eu 
acts like a dictator. but what about the rights of the people� and what about 
development, future and jobs� will be there a time, when the big online companies 
will say: "enough is enough�"� good bye europe�” if so, probably, we can seek a 
mace and the next cave to live in there again. but the next huge demonstration is 
planned for march 2�, 2�1�. more information on: www.netzpolitik.org

the demonstration was organized by the 
committed people from netzpolitik.org
picutres © netzpolitik.org



PART 2: TRUE FIGHTERS & ROLE MODELS
wow, a rather political start in a beautiful spring which starts in 
europe already in winter this year. anyway, the spring is a perfect time 
to open eyes, minds and hearts. in doing so, we could – we will – be 
impressed by the heroes of the everyday life. you don’t have to be a 
politician or famous person to be a hero.  

EVERYDAY HEROINES
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we have already learned it in the last valeur issue, 
when we met brave women and men who dedicate 
their lives to protect the ocean. since then, we have 
met two sport girls, who are literally true fighters. 
sophie hauenherm and anna seidel.
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ANNA SEIDEL
SHORT-TRACK SPEED SKATER
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SPEED, SPEED, SPEED...
 
it’s not just a men’s thing. even girls and women love speed. 
but anna seidel loves it in a very special way. she is one of the 
most successful short-track speed skaters worldwide. 

the attractive woman has started her career at the early 
age of nine. already at the age of 1� she achieved a �rd place 
at the european cup. as every athlete, anna experienced up 
and downs. but her downs led her to her ups. thus, anna 
experienced her first big breakthrough when she was 
qualified for the winter olympics in sochi in 2�1�. 

only being 1� years old, anna was the second youngest 
member of the german olympic team. furthermore, she was 
the only german female short-track skater who reached that 
goal. also, the following years were very successful. with 
the 2nd place over ��� meters, anna achieved the best result 
of the german short-track ladies until that time. hereafter, 
in 2�1�, she won bronze for the 1��� meters discipline during 
the european championships and at the winter youth olympic 
games in lillehammer. 

but then, in june of the same year, anna tumbled together 
with a trainings partner during the first training of the 
new season. while she tried to keep herself away from the 
sharp skates of her partner and, thus, deep cuts, she crashed 
unprotected into the boundary. it meant a long training as 
well as competition break for months. but as a brave young 
woman, the exceptional talent won also this fight. hence, 
anna won again bronze at the european championships 2�1� 
and, recently, at the world cup in turin. 



INTERVIEW WITH ANNA SEIDEL
we were happy to talk with the amazing young fighter, who will not stop 
until she has reached her goals. let’s hear what anna seidel has to say 
about sports, fate, power, belief and conviction.

anna, how would you explain short-track to those who don’t know it�
most people know ice speed skating-short track is just a more exciting version. 
we are skating in smaller rounds on an ice hockey field and the winner is 
the person who crossed the finish line first through strategy and clever 
maneuvers.

you started with track and field and switched to short track where you 
have competed for almost 1� years. why did you change to that sport and 
how come that you are so passionate about the ice rink�
track and field was often too boring and i was fascinated by the difference 
of speed that you have on ice and ashore.  my brother was a figure skater 
�now he plays ice hockey�. the short trackers always went on the ice rink after 
his practice. i thought that the sport seemed very exciting and took a trial 
session.

at first, you were in the middle ranks and unfortunately, couldn’t partici-
pate in the finals of the olympic games in sochi. but you became 2nd place 
for over ���m during the world-cup 2�1�. furthermore, you got bronze 
medals for the european championship, as well as winter youth olympics in 
2�1� which is very impressive. how important is it to believe in oneself - may 
it be in sports or in our daily lives�
the mental aspect is as important as the physical aspect. maybe it's even more 
important. only when you are sure about yourself and your capabilities, when 
you are self-confident at the start line and when you trust yourself to do 
something well, then you will be able to be at the top. it is also the same for 
your everyday life.



www.comebackstronger.de
pictures: © harald hufgard 

you had hurt yourself badly in 2�1�, so does 
believing in oneself also mean to come out even 
stronger because of the injury or what is the 
meaning of your campaign ‘’come back stronger’’�
absolutely. during tougher times, you will realize 
how strong you actually are and those who don’t 
give up and are instead fighting in those hard times, 
will be even in good times at the top.  



what actually happened and what you felt at the moment�
i tumbled during a training and collided in an unfavorable position with 
the boundary. honestly, i would never have suspected that the whole 
thing would assume great extent like this. at the moment of the accident 
i was already in pain, but i thought it would be only musculary and that's 
why i immediately tried to get up and run into the dressing room. 

but your serious injury was discovered by a coincident� what if this 
had been overlooked�
i don't want to imagine that at all. i am really grateful that a senior 
doctor looked at the mri pictures again, because otherwise my life could 
look very different by now. 

and what was it like to be back on the ice� were you not afraid�                 
in the beginning, of course, i was already unsure, and the thought was 
very present. but i had wanted to go back to the ice since day 1 in the 
hospital. so, there was no option for me other than to overcome my fear. 

what tip can you give to those who are afraid after such an experience�                 
you have to try to focus on the things you can influence and that you 
have to do. i said to myself at every training session: "okay anna, now you 
must press with right, and now with left". things like that. generally, i 
tried to be completely focused on the now. just thinking about what i'm 
doing in that moment and what i will do next. that helped me a lot.



it seems like you became stronger after this injury since 
you had won again the bronze medal this year. how do 
you prepare yourself for your competitions�
i am training the whole year. we have - except for april - 
different training cycles. before the competition, i train 
less, but in return more intense. i always try to maintain 
my body in such phases, so i sleep a lot, eat healthy and 
have a positive mindset, because you have to be 1��% ready 
for the upcoming competition and shouldn’t be self-
conscious on the anticipated day.

short-track is a winter sport, so how are you 
motivated in summer since you are free from 
competitions�
it is not always easy, because it is definitely more 
fun than cycling, running or weight training, 
but training camps in nice places and a look at 
the calendar �in july it starts again� are helping 
to make me feel fit.

what has been the most impressing experience 
during the sport, practice and just generally�
definitely to participate in the olympic winter 
games 2�1� in sochi and 2�1� in pyeongchang. 
furthermore, the win of my em-medal in front 
of local people in january 2�1�.



because of the investment of lots of money in sports 
like soccer, many competitive athletes of other 
disciplines have to pay their equipment, practice and 
career by themselves. you have a strong partner in 
red bull who believes in young talents and wants 
to give them wings. how important is the support 
of the company to you�
very crucial. red bull's philosophy to accompany 
young talents on the way up is extremely beneficial 
to me. because i can always count on them and be 
focused on the sport. i am really thankful for that.

wetsuit, ice skates, helmet… how much does short 
track equipment cost and what is special about it�
a whole equipment with ice skates, 2 pairs of blades 
and polishing stuff costs about �.��� �. the special 
thing about the skates is, that they are custom-made, 
which already costs 1��� �. since we are polishing 
the blades everyday by ourselves, we need 2 pairs per 
season �one pair costs �����, but after all, the ice 
skates last for 2 years. 



social network can’t be dismissed nowadays and you are also active on 
instagram & co. how important are these pages for your career or is it 
fun for you to share your experiences with others�
on the one hand, i’m having lots of fun and on the other hand, i think it is 
awesome how the sport benefits from it and gains more popularity. most 
people don’t know short track, because it's a relative new sports.

do you want to inspire the people with your stories in any way�
yes, i want to show them that they can achieve a lot of things with self-
discipline and ambition, and that they just have to start.

your stage is on ice, but it seems that you will only find it in stadiums 
but not in nature in the near future. our environment is changing 
and is endangered, because still people act careless. did you notice 
environmental problems during your travels or private time� what 
can you tell us about that�
absolutely. i realize again and again, that the environmental standards 
are pretty high in germany. for example, at the end of november we were 
in canada and the usa. i noticed two things. first, many drive big cars, 
like a suv or a pick-up. the second issue was plastic. people looked at me in 
disbelief, when i put my purchase in my backpack instead to take a plastic 
bag. also, in the hotels, there were only plastic cutlery, plastic dishes and 
plastic tooth mugs, which were thrown away and exchanged daily.



you are not only a young attractive woman who looks very nice on ice, 
but also in front of the camera. how important is fashion to you� could 
you imagine to work as a model� what is your favourite fashion style�
honestly, i have never thought about it since i am a little too small with 
1,��m. fashion is pretty important to me and it’s also fun, but unfortunately, 
i don’t have enough time for that. that’s why my favourite style is a mix of 
sporty and chic. 

now about your future plans. you are still at the beginning of your career 
and unfortunately you can only do sports for a certain amount of time, 
so do you already have plans after that�
for sure. right now, i have a long-distance study in business administration 
and management. i would like to do something that involves economy later, 
but as for now i’m not quite sure what exactly.

short track is the most important thing 
right now, therefore, what and where 
are your next competitions and what did 
you write on your bucket list for 2�1��
the season is over soon. but, there’s the wm 
in bulgaria in march. hereafter, i plan to 
have more time for my friends in 2019 since 
they unfortunately don’t have the chance 
to meet up with me in my sports life. 



www.anna-seidel.com
pictures: © red bull 

anna seidel is a great young woman who shows us that it’s possible to come 
back stronger even when you suffer a setback sometimes. with her discipline, 
talent and energy, she impresses us, the public as well as powerful companies, 
which is important. of course, in terms of sports competitions the sporting 
performances are paramount. but enthused spectators in the stadium and in 
front of tv are the cherry on the cake. the mood and atmosphere, the applause 
and cheering drive athletes forward to release their complete energy. but this 
all wouldn’t be possible without the help of powerful sponsors. since we 
have learned more about the international trainings and competitions, anna’s 
costs for shoes and equipment as well as the injuries, we understand that she 
needs support to show us her talent and power. thus, energy and wings are 
given to her by the well-known energy drink brand red bull. it's great, because 
so we will hopefully see anna on the winner's rostrum very soon.
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few things go together better than automobiles and speed-
oriented sports. however, a car is totally unimportant to some 
people. for others it’s a means to an end. to many, especially 
germans, a car is the closest friend of all. no matter whether 
they prefer a sporty coupe or a more practical vehicle for the 
family, people tend to identify with their automobiles.



OF COURSE, a car should reflect our individual 
lifestyle. the close relation between 

machine and driver becomes clear when a german says: “i am 
parking here or there”. howver, actually just the car parks 
there. thus, this phrase symbolizes that the owner became 
one with the car. but to fall in love with your car so deeply, 
you must find the right one.



THE KIA STINGER ON THE ROAD WITH POWER AND AMAZING FEATURES INCLUDING THE PREMIUM HARMAN KARDON SOUND SYSTEM

how would you answer the question: 

WHAT IS YOUR DREAM CAR? would you start 
with the color 

and design� or is comfort more important to you� how about the 
interior� the power and speed� the reliability and level of safety� or 
how unique it is� price� is the sound system above all�

actually, there is no need to think about the previous 
question what is more important. the south korean car 
manufacturer kia offers a car that merges all these 
aspects into one powerful name KIA STINGER.

the kia stinger saw the light of day for the first time in 2�1�. 
since then, kia has won several awards, such as the red dot 
award in the category “best of the best car design”. now the 
kia stinger is available as a 2019 MODEL.



STINGER
DASHBOARD
clean, functional, stylish 
and user-friendly.

KIA: THE POWER TO SURPRISE
from its earliest days, kia established a reputation as korea’s automotive 
pioneer. the company was established in 1���, produced its first small 
car in 1��� and the first korean-designed car in 1��2. in 1���, kia 
manufactured its three millionth vehicle – in 2�1� alone, kia produced 
and sold over three million cars. today, kia motors is a global force 
in the auto-motive industry, and is part of the hyundai motor group, 
the fifth largest automotive manufacturer in the world. kia’s brand 
slogan – ’the power to surprise’ – represents the company’s global 
commitment to surprise the world by providing exciting and inspiring 
experiences that go beyond expectations.



THE INNER BEAUTY intimate yet expansive. classic 
yet modern. the stinger’s aircraft-inspired interior marries 
simplicity with substance for a sleek cockpit rich with comfort-
focused amenities and lowered seating for an enhanced connection 
to the road. it’s the evolution of gran turismo, beautifully realized.



BOLD STYLE 

why the reference to the relationships germans have with their cars� because 
peter schreyer, who was significantly involved in the design process of the 
famous audi tt, has been the chief design officer of kia motors since 2��� and 
was responsible for the unique design of the kia stinger. with his design team 
in frankfurt, germany, he and kia europe chief designer gregory guillame 
merged iconic gran turismo elements with modern aesthetics to deliver a 
vehicle like nothing on the road. 

IMPRESSIVE POWER 

the stinger is a new paradigm of gran turismo: delivering high performance 
and supreme comfort on the open road; not for the faint of heart. its 
powerful engine with up to ��� horsepower propels it from � to 1�� km ��-�2 
mph� in as little as �.� seconds. the stinger strikes the perfect balance of 
power and refinement, featuring your choice of two turbocharged engines 
matched with an eight-speed automatic transmission. the stinger is the new 
gt that takes you farther, faster.

FASTBACK CURVES 

with its sleek fastback silhouette and rear-wheel-drive 
proportions, the stinger demands attention the moment 
it comes into view. each surface and line – from the 
extended hood to the rounded swell over the wheels – 
evokes elegance and athleticism.

LUXURIOUS COMFORT 

meticulously crafted for the driver who loves to drive. 
we are obsessed with every interior detail, from the 
available ultra-soft nappa leather trim that envelops 
the deeply contoured seats to the metallic accents 
placed thoughtfully throughout the cabin.



BEAUTIFUL SOUND BY HARMAN KARDON
the korean carmaker kia’s slogan “the power to surprise” reflects not 
only its goal of providing a comfortable and exclusive driving experience, 
it also extends to sound: exceeding customer expectations also includes 
the right audio system. this is why its partnership with harman kardon® 
makes perfect sense.

CAR
HARMAN KARDON

MUSIC HALL
WHEN
YOUR

TURNS
INTO A



12 CHANNEL AMPLIFIER

2 x 200 mm SVC SUBWOOFER

4 x 60 mm DOOR WOOFER

HARMAN KARDON engineers cooperate with kia from the earliest 
stages of vehicle development. the new premium 

audio system for the kia stinger offers rich, high-resolution surround sound that 
reproduces natural sound to the greatest possible extent.

4 x 25 mm TWEETER

CENTER SPEAKER
100 mm MID-RANGE

brilliant high tones

the lead vocals

IN TECHNICAL TERMS, THIS MEANS 
up to 1� strategically integrated speakers, optimized and tuned specifically 
for the stinger and several other kia models. up to 12 channels and a digital 
amplifier of up to �2�-watts offer natural and smooth mid-range tones with 
powerful and dynamic low-frequency sound.

MID-RANGE SPEAKER
4 x 80 mm

the conductor

clean strings & guitars

dynamic percussion & brass

powerful bass & drums

THE SYSTEM IS MADE UP OF SEVERAL 
KEY FEATURES and is perfectly tuned with powerful speakers. 

harman kardon used its �� years of experience in 
manufacturing high-end audio systems to create a sound that turns your car 
into a concert hall. this is thanks to several patented technologies.



CLARI-FI TM RESTORATION TECHNOLOGY
all kia models come with clari-fi™, a patented harman technology that works in real-
time to rebuild audio details lost in digitally compressed music. what does it mean� 

until the ��s, we used devices like vinyl, tape or cd. they provided a space for music 
recordings of �� up to 12� minutes. nowadays, we save countless songs on our usb-sticks 
or smartphones. theoretically, this enables us to play our favorite songs without any 
break for weeks. instead of listening radio, we also love to use streaming channels, which 
offer a versatile musical enjoyment without any loading time. but all of this is possible 
because of a compromise. each song is a file - mainly mp� - whose data volume was reduced 
up to ��� compared with the original. this is achieved by specifically technologies which 
save only sounds that we can hear. however, there are also sounds which we recognize 
without hearing them directly. these sounds - for example percussions, pizzicatos, 
drums, thus, very high or low tones – can make a crucial contribution to dynamic and 
power of a song. if they are lacking, the best sound system cannot reproduce the power 
and character of the original song. the musical enjoyment is dampened. 

thus, many audio details originally recorded in a music track can be lost in the 
compression process. clari-fi™ intelligently and seamlessly reconstructs the 
digitally compressed music for an enhanced listening experience regardless of 
the source. this signature sound matched with a redesigned quieter and more 
spacious cabin lets you enjoy your drive. the patented harman technology works 

in real-time to rebuild lost audio details. 

DISCOVER CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGIES BY 

HARMAN KARDON
QUANTUMLOGIC© 

SURROUND SOUND3D
listen to a new dimension – vocals in the front, drums in the back, guitar on the left 
and the bass to the right. you feel that special mood and atmosphere of a concert by 
your favorite band or musician while driving home. the harman kardon premium audio 
system offers also quantumlogic® surround, a next-generation multi-dimensional 
surround-sound experience. 

harman’s patented digital signal processing technology separates any stereo audio 
source into individual streams – performers, instruments, and room sound – similar 
to the original recording process. these individual signals can then be mixed together 
to produce five or seven new output signals and redistribute the right audio informa-
tion to the available speaker channels to ensure the best possible performance for all 
occupants. 

infinitely variable control of this signal processing is possible, as is the use of a variety 
of modes such as “audience” or “on stage”.  the “audience” mode arrays vocals and ins-
truments in front of the listener and is ideally suited for live concert performances. 
the “on stage” mode offers a distinctly different experience that puts the listener in the 
middle of the music.



WHAT MAKES 
HARMAN KARDON SPECIAL? 
since 1���, harman kardon system designers have broken new ground in 
home audio, producing the best-sounding and most stylish products 
for discerning audiophiles. whether they’re creating a compact 
system for your mobile digital devices or the most advanced 
power amplifier on the market, their promise remains stead-
fast: every harman kardon product will deliver beautiful 

sound and will look stunning while 
doing it.

THE BRAND’S VALUES
imagine a future where the forces of beauty and electro-

nic sound do not oppose one another but work seamlessly 
together. through innovation, harman kardon is creating 

that future – one in which audio products need not be 
complicated, cumbersome objects that are to be heard 
and not seen. for harman kardon, exquisite style holds 
equal weight to beautiful sound – both must resonate 
through and through. 

since innovation never stops, it is imperative that har-
man kardon maintain a strict adherence to the brand’s 
values. by paying homage to the rich harman kardon 
legacy through continued craftsmanship, the company 

will ensure a prosperous future. 

harman kardon captivates the senses with sublime sound 
and sophisticated design to create transfixing moments.



THE VALUES
HUMANISM ESSENCE. SENSES. EMOTION FUNCTION. SIMPLICITY.  
harman kardon products are for those who have discerning lifestyles – people who 
appreciate subtle nuances, who have an eye for style and an ear for sound.

SCIENCE  INNOVATION. TECHNOLOGY. PRECISION. REFINEMENT. FOCUS.
the harman kardon legacy is rooted in sound – the best sound possible. through research 
and development, our engineers aim to surpass even our most praised inventions.

HERITAGE SOPHISTICATION. CRAFTMANSHIP. EXPERIENCE.  
dr. sidney harman’s goal was to make technology and sound approachable – intimidation 
was to be avoided. as stewards for the brand, we must maintain this approach through 
innovation, design and communication.

DESIGN APPROACH A SOPHISTICATED AESTHETIC
harman kardon products are designed not to blend in, but to hold their own 
aesthetically without standing out.

A REPUTATION FOR EXCELLENCE
harman kardon has received numerous accolades and awards 
for audio excellence.

TIMELESS PRESENCE
harman kardon’s designs, materials, and technologies are built to stand the test 
of time. harman kardon is found in some of the world’s most beautiful places. 
their soundsticks are even on display at the museum of modern art �moma�.

SIMPLE ELEGANCE 
the brand channels simplicity to create products that are elegant 
and intuitive to use. everything serves a purpose.

harman kardon strongly believes in first-class quality music reproduction. 
the character and nature of music must always be preserved, because music is 
meant to be a full and rich emotional experience.

this attitude determines how the brand sees and uses technology. 
for harman kardon, technology has one purpose and one purpose only:

TO SERVE THE
AUTHENTICITY. QUALITY.

MUSIC!

THE VALUES

THIS ICONIC BEAUTY  
BIT SEEMS OUT OF PLACE



WIN ONE OF 33 PREMIUM 

HARMAN KARDON
BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS

it’s easy to participate:
post a picture on instagram which shows you with the kia stinger at 
the harman store in munich �sendlinger strasse ��, ����1 münchen�.

use the hashtag #harmankardonsweepstake and link to:
@kia_motors_deutschland �www.instagram.com�kia_motors_deutschland�, 
@harmanstoremunich �www.instagram.com�harmanstoremunich� and 
@harmankardon �www.instagram.com�harmankardon�.

it's important that your profile is public.

the winning posts are evaluated randomly. the winners will be 
announced and notified via the instagram channel of the harman 
store munich (www.instagram.com�harmanstoremunich�.

SWEEPSTAKES
FROM MARCH 1 TO 29, 2019 
THE HARMAN STORE MUNICH WILL RAFFLE
THE HARMAN KARDON PRODUCTS 
ON THE NEXT PAGES

25 x HARMAN KARDON ESQUIRE MINI 2

4 x HARMAN KARDON CITATION ONE

4 x HARMAN KARDON CITATION 100



THE PRIZES

HARMAN KARDON ESQUIRE MINI 2 
EXCEPTIONAL SOUND. PROFESSIONAL ELEGANCE.

ultra-slim and portable, harman kardon esquire mini 2 is the perfect travelling 
companion, fitting into your briefcase or purse with ease. even with a slim 
design there's no compromise on sound. the powerful super-thin speaker 
drivers and specially tuned acoustics deliver high-fidelity audio. the esquire 
mini 2 also features a conferencing system with noise cancellation for crystal-
clear conference calls on the go. it supports up to 1� hours of playing time and 
comes with a built-in powerbank to quickly charge your devices. with a variety 
of distinctive colors and included carrying pouch, the harman kardon esquire 
mini 2 is the ideal companion for your next business or leisure trip.

HARMAN KARDON CITATION ONE / 100 
BEAUTIFUL SOUND THAT SPEAKS TO YOU.

the harman kardon citation one and 1�� are next-generation smart speakers. 
while the citation one has rich sound and an all-in-one compact design, the 
citation 1�� fits in any space and fills your room with powerful sound. easy 
to use, both blend innovation in home audio with attention to design detail, 
allowing for a sophisticated look and surprising sound in a compact package. 
with the citation 1��, music lovers will love the room-filling sound with 
strong bass and access to over ��� music services and high-definition streaming 
through integrated chromecast. the google assistant brings convenient voice 
control to your citation one and citation 1�� for hands-free help around the 
home. get answers, play music, organize your day, control your smart home, 
enjoy your entertainment and more – only by using your voice�

CITATION 
PREMIUM INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
citation one blends innovation in home- 
audio entertainment with a sophisti-
cated and beautiful design. the premium 
blended wool fabric, made by kvadrat, is 
dirt repellent and flame retardant.

SOPHISTICATED SOUND QUALITY
for over �� years, harman kardon has 
been dedicated to delivering luxurious 
audio experiences that allow the liste-
ner to feel the music and immerse them-
selves in the moment. citation is the ulti-
mate expression and is the world’s first 
truly premium product of its kind.

MUSIC EVERYWHERE
the citation one delivers multi-room 
capability by adding additional citation 
speakers to create the ultimate whole 
house audio experience. it allows you to 
play the same or different music in sepe-
rate rooms and control it from a tablet 
or smartphone.



more about the kia stinger

www.kia.com

more about the kia harman kardon sound system

www.harmankardon.co.uk/kia



WOMAN

EVEN A
PARAPLEGIA
CAN'T STOP
THIS BRAVE 

SOPHIE HAUENHERM
THE IMPRESSIVE YOUNG GRIL SHOWS US 

THE MEANING OF LIFE & PASSION



MUSIC IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF OUR
EVERYDAY LIFE. it’s with us when we have fun with our fri-

ends, do sports or are on the way some-
where. music accompanies us when we are happy, fall in love or when we 
are sad. it gives us the energy. but for some people music means much 
more. they feel passionate when they listen to good music, and instantly 
start to dance. while dancing means just fun for many of us, for some 
it is a vocation, such as for SOPHIE HAUENHERM.
sophie is a young and very attractive woman. when you first meet her, you 
will be impressed in a second. when you get to know her, you will never 
forget her again. she has left her home at the age of 12 to start studying 

at the renowned palluca university of dance in dresden, germany. she was 
always an exceptional talent, until, shortly before her practical exam, fate 

changed her life completely. we talked with sophie about love, lust and pas-
sion, about power and weakness, dreams and loss, and what it means to start 

from the beginning.



SOPHIE ABOUT PARAPLEGIA, LIFE, 

DANCE, LOVE, LUST AND PASSION 

sophie, was it always your dream to become a dancer� when 
did you start to dance and what dancing and music means 
to you�
i started dancing when i was four years old. it was my hobby 
until my teacher came to my parents and said “don´t you see, 
that the girl wants to dance�”. that was the starting point 
of me, turning my passion into a job. i started a professional 
education when i was 12. 
art including dance is a medium to express yourself. the 
moment you dance you are only with yourself – your body 
and your mind. it’s an outstanding possibility to create 
something and to use dance for telling various stories. 

you have sacrificed a lot, including your youth. could you 
tell us a brief chronology of your education and training�
i did sacrifice a lot. i had no puberty because there was simply 
no time. my day was about waking up at �am, going to the 
studio and work, coming back at �pm to have dinner and go 
to bed. i made dancing my priority. every day from monday to 
friday i would work for ten hours and even five on saturdays. 
besides, you have to be prepared before class, warm up your 
body and go over the material you´ve learned. afterwards 
you cool yourself down and do stretching exercises. already 
as a young girl i learned that your own success is a high 
responsibility. even though you put a lot effort into a job, it 
won’t give you much back. you live for the moment on stage, 
the feedback of the people and the showing of what you love.



it looks very elegant and filigree to see people dancing 
ballet, and even modern dance. but how would a dancer 
describe dancing in all of its facets�
dance can be a lot and i don’t mean physically big movements. 
sometimes minor things can have the greatest effect. the 
most important things is to be with yourself in the moment 
and project the feeling to the outside world. sometimes even 
just standing can say a lot. you always express something with 
your behavior. dance is a certain term of speaking without 
words. it is transitory and only in that moment, but you can 
keep it in your mind forever. you carry the feeling that you´ve 
got from a show with you and i think that makes it so special.

dance is love, lust and passion… three things which are 
hurting always - more or less, aren’t they�
love, lust and passion is something very personal. you invest 
a lot and receive something at the end. it’s a two-sided 
relation. in life you are always confronted with spending 
more than you get. that counts for work, your daily routine 
and much more. i think it’s important to define if things 
are worth your energy. what is the price� energy is such a 
valuable thing that you need to find a good balance. if it 
comes back, you invest in yourself. with a healthy balance, 
passion and lust can be something emotional that you can 
bloom in. however, it is something personal and everyone 
has to figure out for themselves. for me it was dancing.



how did you recognize that there is something wrong and 
what happened then�
i was preparing myself for a show when i noticed pain in my 
back. i went directly to the doctor. using heat treatment, i 
was hoping that it would get better fast, but it got worse. to 
be able to focus, i had to use pain medication for the shows. 
over the next days, the pain got worse. doctors said it could 
be a normal tension and with some more physiotherapy i 
would be fine at the end of the week. however, the pain was 
getting worse and became so intense that i could barely walk. 
so, i went to the hospital. the pain made me hysterical and 
the doctor complained that it would be impossible to treat 
me like that. i tried telling them that the pain was abnormal, 
even worse than when i was dancing with a broken toe for 
a year. but they didn’t believe me. instead of looking for the 
cause, they were looking for symptoms. although i barely felt 
any of the medication, they refused to give me more and also 
told me that an mri-scan wouldn’t be possible on weekends. 
i couldn’t take the pain, so i ended up staying at the hospital, 
to have a scan on the following monday. at some point during 
the night i woke up, i felt paralyzed, couldn’t move my legs. 
i called the nurse and she told me to go back to sleep, because 
there was nothing she could do. the next morning, they did 
an mri and found an abscess. now everything needed to be 
very fast, within an hour they organized a surgery. 
it turned out to be an abscess in my spine, that was growing 
from hour to hour. at some point it was big enough to press 
against my nerves and squash them. if it would have been 
found before, the paraplegia wouldn’t have happened. in the 
check-up three days after, my doctor asked me to move parts 
of my body. when i couldn’t, he told me that i probably won´t 
be able to walk again.



when the doctors found the abscess in your spine, what 
did you feel when they told you that you have to undergo 
a surgery� 
i just experienced one surgery in my life when i had a broken 
toe. i remember how nervous i was before that. in the moment 
they found the abscess i didn´t care about what was going 
to happen. i was at the end of my energy. i was tired of pain 
and no one taking me seriously. i just wanted something to 
happen. i didn´t care what it was, but something needed to 
change.

do you remember what was your first thought when you 
woke up after the surgery� what happened then�
when i woke up, i was glad that the pain was gone. i was 
exhausted and still could move my legs. i didn’t even have the 
energy to talk. when the doctor came to my bed telling my 
family and me that i was paraplegic from now on, we didn´t 
know what that means. it’s something you see on tv or hear 
from someone, but if you aren´t in the situation yourself you 
have no idea what belongs to the disease.  for me, it took a 
long time to figure out what does it mean to be paraplegic.
my family was with me all the time. my brother held my 
hand continuously and cooked for me every day. they tried 
to cheer me up. by that time it was christmas, they brought 
gifts and food and i remember feeling bad for not be able to 
give something back to them. we tried to have a normal time 
knowing that a huge thing just happened that would have an 
impact on my whole life. i felt like a burden and helpless. due 
to the surgery i couldn’t lift my arms and could even turn 
on the side by myself. it was so horrible, i cried every day. it 
was the beginning of a huge change in my life.



as a dancer you know your body and every single muscle 
well. what did you feel when you recognized that you 
cannot move all of your muscles� what was your reaction�
when the paraplegia hit in, i was shocked and overwhelmed. 
i thought this cannot be real. when the doctor told me, i 
wouldn’t be able to walk again, i couldn’t grasp the message. i 
invested everything to become a ballet dance and now he just 
told me i would never walk again. that was not acceptable 
for me. i was looking at my legs and tried to move them. my 
whole body was shaking but nothing happened. there was 
nothing anyone could do to change my physical situation. 
my family did their best to make it a little bit easier for me but 
in the end, it was me living with the disease. 

what can you tell us about the rehabilitation�
the worst thing is that because paraplegia doesn’t have 
a diagnosis, no one could tell me what will happen. it is 
different for everyone. they told me that if, what or when 
something might come back. all i could do is be patient and 
work. i tried to give my body the time it needed and there was 
a lot of frustration. some days, i didn’t want any of this to 
be real. i hoped to wake up from a dream. if i wouldn’t have 
had so many great people around me, it would have been 
much worse for me. i never tried to hold back my emotions. 
every day, i took an hour to cry, should and be frustrated. 
afterwards, i went back to life - i functioned and did my 
therapy. i started being grateful for the little things, such 
as watching a series, spend time with people or read a book. 
once i was released, i continued my rehab program for 
another five months. my body got better and better. a huge 
reason that kept me pushing forward. it gave me hope. the 
steps might have been small, but something was happening 
and that was all that mattered. when i started walking 
again, it felt like the most beautiful thing in life. but i am 
not willing to let my body stop recovering. it’s a continuous 
process and i must be patient.



i can imagine, as an independent girl, who left her home at the age of 
12, a difficult thing for you were to be depended on others. what was 
the biggest change in your personal life� 
it was hard. i was independent since i was 12, so knowing that the i life 
i knew was gone, i needed to find it again in new ways. i was dependent 
on others, even for the smallest things. i had the feeling i couldn’t do 
anything by myself, which was not true. people used to tell me that i 
adapted incredibly fast, doing things on my own that other patients 
would still need help with after months. becoming independent again 
was important for me. i had to accept that taking help belongs to my 
situation and that it was okay. like a kid, i was learning how to walk and 
figuring out how to deal with everything. i also learned that people help 
because they want to, it’s not a burden for them. 

i know, that in bad times you can lose friends and�or you can find new 
ones. did you experience the same�
indeed, my circle of friends changed completely. their variety and 
experience increased. already before my disease i figured that i need 
people in my life that i can communicate with in a good way and through 
the disease i got to know such people. i was grateful for all the people 
i met on my journey. they changed my life for the good and made the 
person i am today. they showed me the life outside of dance and that if 
you give something, you will always get something back. we created deep 
relations that i’ve kept till today.
there were also people who couldn´t deal with my situation. people, 
i knew for years, ones i was living together. they didn´t know how to 
handle my disease and i´ve got the feeling they didn´t care because they 
couldn’t understand how i was feeling. they didn´t even try. so, i decided 
to surround myself with people who are helpful and doing good to me.
it was a hard transition, but all the things that happened turned out to 
change me to the good. i came closer to myself and figured out who i am 
and what i want. after years of being trapped in a tunnel, only focusing 
on dance i suddenly had to figure out what life was. in the last year i 
experienced a lot, but it gave me a completely new perception.

during our meeting in berlin, we 
photographed sophie spontaneously. no 
makeup, no professional styling, but the 
evidence what true beauty means.



you are a dancer, an artist, and, thus, a fighter. hence, you made 
your stage exam on a chair. how did it come about and what was the 
reaction of your academy�
after the hospital, confronted myself with the position of dance in my life 
and future. i knew that if i was going back to school, i would either have 
a breakdown or find a new way to dance. anyway, i never left dance. my 
passion doesn’t belong to my legs, but to my personality and character. 
it is just a part of me.
i was happy to go back to the life i knew and registered for the practical 
exam. the principal supported me, and i started to do my exam on the 
chair. during my time in the hospital, i created improvisation videos and 
used them to create a seven-minute choreography. it was very personal, 
strong and expressional coming from the depth of my soul.
after the performance, people said: “you’re still the dancer we know 
– powerful, full of expression and passionate. legs or no legs, we still 
receive your message.”. it was the most incredible thing to hear. they 
admired me for my strength and will to fight. 
i can’t understand people that complain about their situations without 
changing a thing. of course, i complained, but i tried to get something 
out of it. doing the exam and continuing the studies was something i did 
for myself. i wanted to finish what i started, no matter what happened. 
that state of mind helped me a lot. i was always a fighter, but only in the 
worst situations you see what you are able to do. life puts the hardest 
challenges on the strongest people.



how important are the new medical technologies� what 
could you tell us about them�
if i would have to live a century ago, it wouldn´t be 
possible to live on my own like i do now. not only that my 
legs are weak but also my inner organs are damaged. but 
people found great solutions. i´m glad that there is the 
possibility of a wheelchair, that i´m able to go somewhere 
and i´m grateful for what i have.

so, you are a brave girl and a fighter. after your exam 
you reached the goal, to perform on stage again. what 
can you tell us about your performance� what was the 
play about�
after i showed my bachelor work and finished rehabili-
tation, i had my first job in a company as a dancer. the 
theatre created a piece about my physical state. the other 
dancers adapted to my situation. it was a great experi-
ence. in that time, my body recovered a lot because it was 
using muscle memory. when i was dancing in the studio 
and doing classical ballet - my body remembered all the 
things that it used to know. it made me happy that the 
piece we created allowed us to reach and impress people. i 
lived the life of a dancer, even with paraplegia. 



as a young girl you are active in the social media. i was 
surprised to see that boring posts of half-naked girls 
reach millions of people, while a heart-touching story 
and person like you reaches some thousands… in my 
opinion much more people should know and follow 
you. what do you think about the social networks� 
i think because a lot of people use social media, they are 
dependent on it. it’s a possibility to escape and create a life 
they want to live, which has nothing to do with the real 
world. photos and videos online show a character they 
create. for me, i use social media to show a side of me. 
i want to reach people that are in a similar situation to 
show that they are not alone, and i want to reach healthy 
people to show them that they have to be responsible and 
deal with things. don’t compare yourself with others on 
social media, thinking they have a better life. you don’t see 
what is behind all of that. you should focus on what you 
have and be grateful for that, because there are always 
people in situations worse than yours.

also, for me, it is not necessary to show all of me. i show 
a side, but i find it beautiful to have a memory just for 
your own. beauty is in what you have with your own and 
not something you have to share with the world to get 
confirmation. it doesn’t turn your life for the better 
when you create a fake world while you are not happy in 
your private life. no one should depend on the perception 
of others. they should have the confidence to stand for 
themselves. people should be aware of how much impact 
they have and how to use it. to be a role model or an 
influencer is to make people feel they can be themselves 
and not to make them feel they must be like someone else. 



what message you would like to share with the communities�
listen to others but always create your own opinion. no one is responsible 
for your situation but you. people told me i will never be able to walk, but 
i figured out by myself that i could. if you never try, you´ll never know. 
life gives you challenges and its your decision what to make of it. it is 
exciting and everyone can choose how to live life. nothing is given and 
you have to do what makes you happy. i wanted to be a dancer, even i was 
paraplegic and so i did. 

of course, your biggest dream was to become a dancer. but your life 
changed. what are your goals and dreams for now and what are your 
hopes regarding the future�
my life changed. i used to stick to a habit and to a comfort zone. life 
gave me the possibility to be open minded and see other things, which 
could also make me happy. i want to use everything that i get, try out new 
things, meet people and use possibilities. i want to try out various things 
because that’s what life is for - to collect experience. it would be sad to 
stick to a habit, because you´re used to something and missing a chance. 
it’s a possibility to figure out myself and to see what i couldn´t see before. 
i want to continue to give my body the time to get healthier. 

we would like to thank our 
friends from 'mein haus am see'. 
it's certainly the best location in 
berlin where you can meet old 
friends and make new friendships 
while having a great time.

photos: marco kokkot





SOPHIE as well as each dancer and sports person love casual 
clothes, not only during the training. wouldn’t it be 

great, when those clothes wouldn’t be just practical, but also fashi-
onable and, thus, wearable in the leisure time as well as at a party, 
during a shopping trip or while travelling� already in the sixties, an 
italian brand has understood that special wish of people and offers 
also this season eye-catching activewear which is both comfortable 
as well as stylish at the same time. The brand’s name:

DEHA

DEHA’S STORY STARTS 
during the sixties, when italian design and 
fashion were living a moment of great 
success. in those revolutionary years, a 
young athlete and a young designer meet 
each other. 

the first one was a high jump champion, 
with a love for challenge printed in his 
dna. while raising the bar at every inter-
national track and field meeting, he 
observed with great interest the college 
sweatshirts that his usa colleagues used 
to wear on the field. so, he starts thinking 
how that sporty style, so cool even off 
track, can become even more cool in italy.

the other protagonist studied at venezia 
fine arts college �accademia di belle arti�, 
specializing later in industrial design with 
the best milanese and italian professors. 
he became the ideal partner, the pragmatic 
soul for this new project and enterprise.



THIS IS HOW the meeting group was born 
in treviso, the very heart of 

the made in italy industry, a company capable of challen-
ging the americans on their same field, and then win.
colored t-shirts and sweatshirts, soft fabrics, with a 
design and cut that model the body, valorizing its sha-
pes. that’s how they conquered even a target of non-
sporty people.
as the years go by, meeting group’s innovation never 
stopped. hence, the brand still creates women’s “active” 
collections, which give a strong contribution in brin-
ging the world of ballet into women’s fashion design.

TODAY, deha is the synthesis of the evolution 
of meeting group’s original spirit and 

its history. it has become its pulsing heart. this brand 
line draws its inspiration from the world of ballet and 
offers a perfect mix between the technical performan-
ces of its fabrics and a more fashionable design.

at the time, deha has 

5 DIFFERENT 
ACTIVEWEAR 
COLLECTIONS, 
to best highlight femininity 
in any moment of life. 



THIS SUMMER, DEHA PRESENTS 
a collection with a dynamic and elegant design. the storytelling 
of the brand continues, through its five lines, the different 
souls of a woman who wants femininity in any situation. a 
contemporary woman who wants to feel free to express herself 
without compromise at any time of the day. deha is the only 
italian women's sportswear brand that takes its inspiration 
from the world of dance, reinterpreting the items in a sporty, 
casual and leisure style.



INSPIRED BY THE 80S for the gar-
ments of the 

dance line characterized by a game of contrasts: soft 
fit, perfect for dancing, and animal prints combined 
with fluo coral tones. flash dance and grease, among 
the most representative musicals of this period, influ-
ence the style of the dance collection. suits and sweat- 
shirts are reminiscence of the cult scenes of the two 
musicals and allow them to relive these emotions. 
among the predominant materials: the inevitable tulle.

of all the ways for communicating our emotions, 
dancing is the one that best celebrates femininity. 
dance, together with ballet – the more technical 
apparel for ballet dancers - offers garments for 
modern, jazz, hip hop and gipsy dance, including 
also ethnic and street dance.

THE

DANCE 

COLLECTION

MADNESS, POETRY, 
EMOTION: in italy, these are 

the feminine words 
that identify the brand line dance.



FRIENDSHIP, 

LIGHTNESS, 

CREATIVITY 
are the feminine words 
that identify the line easy.

FROM THE FUSION OF 
THE WORLDS ACTIVE AND 

CASUAL the easy collection is born, in 
which the aim is to combine a 

real lifestyle with clothing to move freely in the 
city without ever giving up gritty and glamo-
rous looks. blooming floral prints and hawai-
ian vegetation on comfortable trousers, while 
oversized sweaters re-evoke freshness through 
sorbet colors.

THE

EASY 

COLLECTION



THETHE

ACTIVEACTIVE 

COLLECTIONCOLLECTION

ENERGY, STRENGTH AND 

GOOD-SHAPE in italy, these are 
the feminine words 

that identify the brand line active.

SPORTS 

PERFORMANCE 
on the top thanks to the technical 
materials of the active line that gua-
rantees freedom of movement and 
versatility of style thanks to the 
numerous and colorful mix & match. 
elastic bands in the most disparate 
shades of a decidedly fluo and pop 
rainbow. street style rap versus bon 
ton luxury, the themes of the collec-
tion that we find in the colors and 
styles of each garment. 

when stress takes over, there’s a typi-
cally female way of cutting it down, 
re-establishing the right interior 
balance. active is the brand line that 
goes along with any indoor and out-
door sports activities, like fitness and 
jogging without giving up the femi-
nine style, which identifies all deha 
collections.



THE

HARMONIC 

COLLECTION

SYMBIOSIS, LIFE, 

NATURE these are feminine words 
that identify the harmonic line.

WELLNESS is the key word of this 
world that pays atten-

tion to dyeing technologies and to fabrics 
with low environmental impact in order to 
respect the resources used and what sur-
rounds us. balance, nature and harmony 
are the fundamental characteristics of the 
harmonic line, light garments designed to 
dress the body in moments of well-being 
and relaxation, suitable for yoga and pila-
tes classes, but not only! the malva color 
predominates in the color palette, which 
is mixed with three more intense shades of 
color, generating allover prints that refer 
to nuances of pearl. 
in a fast-going world, women know when 
they must dedicate a moment to themsel-
ves to re-establish their mental and physical 
balance. harmonic is the brand line designed 
for yoga, pilates and wellness in general. 
their natural fabrics are the perfect com-
bination with a more and more sustainable 
lifestyle. the care for every detail, strictly 
all made in italy, internationally underlines 
the uniqueness of this line.



TO COMPLETE THE DEHA SS19 

COLLECTION, the expression line, which contains 
elegant and modern garments, 

perfect also for evening looks thanks to their extreme 
versatility. the expression line is inspired by three different 
countries, provence, the east and morocco. respectively 
we find pastel-colored garments with a romantic flavor 
embellished with lace and transparent chiffon. typical 
drawings of kintsugi, japanese porcelain repaired with gold 
that recall the east through soft and delicate tones. bright 
colors reminiscence of spices are good for the spirit and 
inedit looks.

THE

EXPRESSION 
COLLECTION
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DOUTZEN KROE'S personality and her 
preference to combine 

different workouts are in the foreground of the 
current DK 1985 COLLECTION



INFLUENCES FROM 

MODERN DANCE AND BALLET 
are combined with sportiness and high-intensity training: 

THE HUNKEMÖLLER collection is body-accentua-
ted but allows the wearer 

to move freely – no matter which wor-
kout. 

THE COLLECTION 
was designed to create modern 
athleisure styles that can be 
worn individually or in a com-
bined layer look. beautiful, 
delicate colors are combined 
with subtle, glossy fabrics and 
prints in this more sophistica-
ted collection.



with pieces such as the 

HOODED DRESS with measuring 
sleeves, the long-sleeved, 

BALLET INSPIRED BODYSUIT 
in snake look and the very stylish 

BOMBER JACKET with rose-gold 
zippers in an over-

sized look every woman can make and will be a 

FASHION STATEMENT. a pair 
of fila 

sneakers were specially designed for this collec-
tion, which perfectly complete the dk 1��� look�

the collection is available in stores and online. the 
prices vary from ��.�� – ���.��. the sizes range from 
xs to l, and the bh sizes range from b�� to f��. 



MARVEL
SENDS

GREATESTTHE

HEROINE
OF ALL

TIMES

CAPTAIN

MARVEL



pictures © marvel studios

the super heroines of the everyday life impress 
us, and they could motivate us to leave our 
comfort zone. when we open our eyes, hearts 
and minds we will recognize them around us. 
but, when we open our eyes in the cinema – 
what we should do, when we go there – we will 
meet amazing heroes, which could also be role 
models for us somehow, even when their su-
per-powers are coming from another universe.

when i heard about “captain america” or “iron 
man” the first time, i thought, okay… not my bu-
siness. i didn’t like toby maguire in spider man. i 
was never a fan of batman or superman. sorry, 
but really not my business. however, then a new 
generation of heroes captured the cinema and 
the big screens. thor, loki, hulk, x-men, wol-
verine, the avengers, and first and foremost, 
deadpool, ant-man and the hilarious guardians 
of the galaxy. so, i started to watch also those 
films, which were banned from my watchlist be-
fore. suddenly, a secret door opened, and i took 
a step into a new universe, which is incredible 
complex and entertaining, as it was never seen 
before. there is no other movie franchise which 
presents such great characters and interlinked 
stories as marvel’s cinematic universe.

STAN LEE
last year, the mastermind who created that 
fantastic universe left our planet forever, stan 
lee. the likeable artist died at the age of �� ye-
ars and leaves an impressive legacy. of course, 
if you love the marvel comics and movies you 
know his name. but even if you aren’t familiar 
with, you know certainly his face. it was seen 
in some of the biggest film blockbusters ever. 
the american writer was the creative leader of 
marvel comics for a long time. because of his 
creations, he was involved in the success of the 
company which dominates the comic and film 
industry until today.

THE EARLY YEARS
stan lee, actually stanley martin lieber, was 
born as son of jewish parents on december 28, 
1922. they emigrated from romania and lived in 
a small apartment in the bronx, new york. thus, 
stan lee is a symbol for the positive aspects of 
integration and the blend of cultures.
howsoever, his family was very poor. it was 
probably a great motivation for stan lee to use 
his talents successfully. early on, in the high 
school he discovered his greatest gift and pas-
sion, the writing.
thus, besides some jobs as office assistant and 
delivery boy, lee also had part-time jobs as wri-
ter of press releases and obituaries. at the age 
of 1�, he became the youngest editor in the co-
mic biz.

STAN'S UNIVERSE
in the early ��s, after a lean period, dc’s super-
heroes became very successful again. hence, 
martin goodman, father of marvel comics, asked 
lee to create a new team of superheroes. this was 
the beginning of an amazing successful story, 
which started in 1��1. at that time, stan lee and 
jack kirby created together the fantastic four. 
hulk, thor, iron man and the x-men followed 
them. moreover, together with bill everett, lee 
created daredevil. together with steve ditko he 
created doctor strange and marvels superhero 
number one spider-man. finally, lee and kirby 
teamed up many of their created characters 
into the avengers. nowadays, the avengers 
belong to the most successful movie franchises 
of all times.

CAMEOS & LEGACY
stan lee’s creative influence reaches widely. 
he inspired thousands of people including 
movie makers and producers. furthermore, he 
created a complex universe, abbreviated named 
mcu (marvel cinematic universe). that universe 
is full of magic, great adventures, likeable 
heroes and dark villains.
lee retired from marvel in the 90s. but, because 
of his regular and funny cameo appearances in 
the marvel movies, he remained a public figure. 
thus, even when you didn’t know his story and 
influence on the comic and film business, you 
certainly know his unique face.
now, the creative artist left us forever, but his 
work, passion, love, dreams and visions will 
live on in his superheroes forever. r.i.p. stan lee.

NOW CAPTAIN MARVEL COMES

MARVEL CINEMATIC UNIVERSE



MATCHING WOMEN’S DAY, marvel sent last thursday 
the most powerful 

woman to earth. of course, we know already black widow, scarlet witch, 
gamora, valkyrie, hope van dyne, or negasonic teenage warhead, to name just 
a few. but none of them can match her: 

      car-ell is an agent 
of kree's starforce pictures © marvel studios 2019 carol in a nin �nine inch nails� shirt

CAPTAIN MARVEL 
AKA CAROL DANVERS
CAR-ELL (BRIE LARSON)
in the ��’s, long time before the first super 
heroes join forces to form the avengers, the 
earth is threatened by different alien races. 
actually, it’s just a coincident. while car-ell, a 
powerful starforce member from the planet 
kree, tries to to escape from her enemies, she 
lands accidentally with them on earth. 

here a wild hunt starts between the enemies, 
but also for truth. car-ell has lost her memo-
ries, but she knows, that she already has been 
on that planet before. however, besides her 
fight she has to deal with many questions. 
questions about herself and whether she walks 
the right path. however, step by step she learns 
more about her origins and her extreme super 
power. finally, she becomes captain marvel. 

CAPTAIN MARVEL
it's the 21st film in marvel's cinematic universe and the first to focus on a female 
superhero as the main character� the movie describes how carol danver's turns 
into captain marvel and, thus, becomes the universe's most powerful superheroine. 



we accompany her during her development, 
and we learn where she comes from, how she 
got her iconic costume as well as who are 
her true friends and enemies.



NICK FURY (SAMUEL L. JACKSON)
the first who crosses her way is nick fury, an agent from the 
secret organization s.h.i.e.l.d. this meeting changes his life 
completely as well as the future of the world. fortunately 
for carol, fury is not a daredevil, but a smart, courageous 
and open-minded guy. he helps the stranded young women. 
moreover, on his way he meets another new best friend.



MARIA RAMBEAU (LASHANA LYNCH)
maria is a talented pilot and a loving mother. maybe she can 
help car-ell to remember� 



YON-ROGG (JUDE LAW)
yon-rogg is captain mavel’s best friend and trainer. 
furthermore, he is leader of the starforce squad. 
but he hides a dark secret.



MINN-ERVA (GEMMA CHAN)
the attractive blue-skinned warrior is also a member
of the starforce team. she fights fearless and she is 
always loyal to yon-rogg.



TALOS (BEN MENDELSON)
talos is the proud leader of the skrulls. that race belongs to the shape-
shifters, and talos is the most masterful and unmatched among them. he 
plays a major role in the acrimonious offensive of the war between the 
skrulls and the kree. talos is fearsome and will stop at nothing to win. 
even when it means to face the power of captain marvel.



REVIEW
captain marvel starts already in the first second with an 
extremely heart-touching moment. then, the movie becomes 
an ode to the power of women. marvel boosts the term 
super power to the max.  

already within the first third of the film we can see flash-
backs to carol’s youth. but, like pieces of a huge puzzle, they 
finally create one picture which conveys a significant mes-
sage. moreover, those pictures fascinate, and they share a 
unique power with the audience. they motivate us, to stand 
up even when we fail or tumble sometimes.



furthermore, the amazing pictures and breath-taking special effects visualize 
the development of carol’s super power perfectly. they top everything what you 
have seen before. the story is also fine. of course, new characters have to be 
introduced and, thus, from time to time you could be a bit confused. but at the 
end, everything becomes clear. however, most of all, captain marvel herself will 
captivate the audience. brie larson plays with a lot of humor and warmth. she 
could be the girl from next door, which we like because she is a friend. thus, your 
emotions could grow with capatin marvel’s development. hence, captain marvel 
isn’t just another super hero movie. but it’s a film with a message to all people to 
stand up and believe in themselves in any situation of life.



finally, it’s the last marvel film where we can see stan lee in his 
legendary cameo appearances. actually, this is already reason 
enough to go to cinema now to watch the newest marvel adventure. 
one tip at the end: as usual, you will see some trailers between the 
credits. one of them is a hint to the question, what could happen in 
marvel’s avengers: endgame, which will be released soon.
all pictures: marvel studios 2�1�
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BRIE LARSON impresses not only on the big screen, but 
also on the red carpet, such as recently at 

the �1. academy awards in los angeles, usa. as every year, the oscars 
surprised the audience with something special. this time, the show 
wasn’t presented by a host. instead, the speakers and guests led the 
audience through the ceremony. 

MOSTSOUGHT-AFTER

THE 91ST ACADEMY 
AWARDS

REVIEW

GOLDEN BOY
UNIVERSEIN

THE

THE

ALL PICTURES 
©A.M.P.A.S.



BRIE LARSON appeared in céline by hedi slimane and 
chanel jewelry. despite of her breathtaking 

elegant look, she wasn’t restrained to express her joy. with samuel 
l. jackson she presented the categories best original screenplay 

and best adapted screenplay.

photo: kyusung gong
left & middle: aaron poole
top center: phil mccarten 
top right: valerie durant



from the beginning, the show was 
dominated by the music of the british music icons 

QUEEN. first, because of their gig onstage. then, because 
of five nominations and four award for the movie

BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, including the oscar 
in the cathegory

BRIAN MAY 
performs during the 
live abc telecast.

BEST ACTOR.

aaron poole  
�also left�

photo left:
phil mccarten
below: kate noelle
& todd wawrychuk 



THE CHARMING RAMI MALEK 
gave a heart-touching speech, which was addressed to 
two parties. those who should believe in themselves. and 
those – especially one of them - who should understand 
that emigrants enrich our countries and cultures.

“listen, we made a film about a gay man, an 
immigrant, who lived his life just unapologetically 
himself. the fact that i’m celebrating him and this 
story with you tonight is proof that we’re longing 
for stories like this. i am the son of immigrants 
from egypt, a first-generation american. and part 
of my story is written right now.”

aaron poole  
©a.m.p.a.s.



it seems, oscar winner rami malek did everything correctly. already before the 
ceremony he appeared overjoyed on the red carpet. the reason. malek’s girlfriend 
lucy boynton. while the bohemian rhapsody star looked classy in a black tuxedo 
from saint laurent, boynton looked adorable in her eye-catching off-the-shoulder 
gown by rodarte. the dress was a stunning blend of black velvet and purple crepe 
satin. lucy accessorized it with jewels from cartier and heels from sophia webster. 
lucy’s appearance evoked memories of grace kelly. thus, she belonged to the best 
dressed women at the �1. academy awards.

photo: richard harbaugh 
©a.m.p.a.s.



perfect style: lucy lived 
up to film divas such as 
grace kelly. 

lucy boynton in rodarte
rami malek in saint 
laurent

so cute: lucy places 
rami's bow tie.

photo: todd wawrychuk 
left: kyusung gong
right: richard harbaugh

photo: troy harvey 
right: valerie durant 

big love: rami malek and his 
girlfriend lucy boynton on 
the red carpet of the 
�1. academy awars 2�1�

phil mccarten  
©a.m.p.a.s.
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while bohemian rhapsody was the winner 
of the evening, the top-favorites roma �1� 
nominations, � awards� and “the favorite” 
�1� nominations, 1 oscar� couldn’t fulfil the 
expectations regarding the awards. also 
“vice” and “a star is born” disappointed. 
both were nominated for eight oscars but 
won just one each.

despite of an outstanding performance 
in "vice", christian bale couldn't bring 

home an award this time. 
but he used the free hands 
to honor the winner. �above� christian wears a black suit 

and his wife sibi blazic wears an off-
shoulder gown in black & white. both 
from carolina herrera.

without any doubt the highlight 
of the evening was the ravishing 
stage performance of lady gaga 

and bradley cooper.

bradley cooper with his mother 
and gorgeous irina shayk. 

alfonso cuarón with one 
of  two oscars for roma

lady gaga with the oscar for 
"shallow" as "best original 

song". the star wore a necklace 
from tiffany's and a black 
alexander mcqueen gown.

bradley cooper appeared in a classy black tom 
ford tux. his wife irina shayk wore a long-

sleeved burberry gown. the 
black dress was embellished 
with golden jewelry at the hips 
and and frings at the edges. 

photo: aaron poole  



THE APPEARANCE OF LADY GAGA 
AND BRADLEY COOPER was the show highlight 

and topic of the evening. 
very intimately, they performed the film song “shallow” onstage. it 
was a dense atmosphere and a special chemistry between both. hence, 
the rumors started again, they could have a love affair, but of course, 
both are just great performers and friends. moreover, bradley was 
accompanied by his wife, the stunning irina shayk. she sat – maybe 
demonstratively – between the artists in the front row.

aaron poole  
©a.m.p.a.s.



besides, it was also the first time, when a 

SUPERHERO MOVIE was nominated for an 
award. thus, thanks to

BLACK PANTHER, which was nominated for 
seven oscars in total, marvel 

won three of them for the first time. the blockbuster convin-
ced the jury in the categories “best costume design”, “best pro-
duction design” and “best original score”.

kinglike: chadwick boseman appeared in an 
amazing givenchy haute couture look, decora-
ted with bulgari crystals. his girlfriend taylor 
simone ledward wore a seductive black gown.

hillarious tradition: the black panther star 
drinks tequila with guillermo rodriguez.  
the mexican is known from jimmy kimmel's 
late night show. in the background: tokio 
hotel lead singer bill kaulitz and the team 
of the german tv.

richard harbaugh ©a.m.p.a.s.



ELTON JOHN AND 
TARON EGERTON AT  THE 

ACADEMY AWARDS 
VIEWING PARTY

ANOTHER MUSICAL HIGHLIGHT
sir elton john and taron egerton presented the hit 
song "tiny dancer" in a glorious and surprising per-
formance at the 2�th elton john aids foundation aca-
demy awards® viewing party! elton john and david 
furnish host the party every year on the oscar® wee-
kend. and here it was all under the sign of rocket-
man: the first film about the changeable life and 
career of music icon elton john will start in cinemas 
all over germany on may ��, 2�1�. leading actor taron 
egerton sings many of the songs in this stirring musi-
cal fantasy himself and has already offered a fantastic 
taste at the party. surprisingly asked to take to the stage 
and personally joined by superstar sir elton john at the 
piano, the pair performed the world-famous classic "tiny 
dancer" in doubles and thrilled the audience. 

getty images north 
america for ejaf



of course, the oscars are also one of 
the most important international 

platforms to show the newest fashion 
trends or very personal styles to the 

crowd. but the most beautiful gown 
is nothing without the perfect style 

and an outstanding personality, who 
wears it. valeur has selected the most 

interesting stars at the oscars 2�1�.

FASHIONFASHION
OSCAROSCAR GOESGOES

TO...TO...

AND THEAND THE

kyusung gong 
©a.m.p.a.s.



photo:  kyusung gong 
�also top middle and
below middle�right�
top right: valerie 
durant

stage photos: 
aaron poole

OUR 1ST FAVORITE 
was amandla stenberg. the darkest 
minds star appeared in a wonder-
ful miu miu gown and hairstyle.

ashley graham showed in 
zac posen the meaning of 
true beauty

the happy expectant mother 
krysten ritter appeared in 
a reem acra gown

also hellen mirren in schiaparelli 
haute couture showed that shades 
of red are in vogue

gemma chan preferred 
a vivid pink shade for her 
valentino gown

kacey musgraves in 
valli haute couture 

angela bassett 
in reem acra

olivia colman in 
prada

julia roberts 
in elie saab



right: kiki layne preferred a 
soft red shade from atelier 
versace. also constace wu 
and  amy adams �above left� 
had chosen the popular label 
for their red carpet outfits.

photo: 
kyusung gong
�also left side�

photo:  
aaron poole

photo:  
john farrell



gorgeous: molly sims wore 
an eye-catching gown from 
the libanese designer zuhair 
murad. so she made more 
than a spectacular fashion 
statement. molly's glamorous 
dress was contrasted by 
a simple, but beautiful  
hairstyling.   

OUR 2ND FAVORITE 

photos:  
valerie durant

photos 
�also right side�:  
kyusung gong 

emilia clarke
in a wonderful 
balmain gown

shangela appeared 
like a disney princes



courageous: the men of the evening appeared mainly in black, like mahershala ali 
in  ermenegildo zegna �middle�. only "captain america" chris evans in salvatore 
ferragamo and spike lee �left� in ozwald boateng understood the colorful trend. 
jennifer lopez shined in a golden tom ford dress.

oscar winner regina king �best 
supporting actress� enjoyed 
the ceremony and after-show 
party in a stunning dress from 
oscar de la renta. 

photos �also left�:  
mike baker

photo: matt sayles
right side: aaron poole



OUR ABSOLUTE
FAVORITE was 

without 
any doubt laura harrier. the 
blackkklansman actress 
looked simply beautiful.

photo �also right�: 
kyusung gong 

photo: 
phil mccarten 



the highly attractive 
actress wore a wonderful 
elegant and figure-hugging 
turquoise gown, decorated
with golden embroidery  by

LOUIS VUITTON 
during the show and a sexy 
short one at the after-show 
party �above left�.

photo by dia dipasupil�getty images

photo: 
troy harvey
left below:
terekah najuwan
middle:  
phil mccarten



during the last decades, three names were 
never missed at a red carpet, chanel, fendi and, 
of course, karl lagerfeld. the german mastermind 
has now left the stage forever. but his spirit will 
live on in his creations.

at the �1. oscars, lisa bonet and her 
husband "aquaman" jason momoa wore 
fendi couture. he was one of the less guys 
who showed colors. tessa thompson �above� 
wore a black and golden dress from chanel.

a.m.p.a.s photographers:
kyusung gong, phil mccarten,

todd wawrychuk, terekah ajuwan, 
valerie durant, aaron poole, matt sayles,

richard harbaugh, matt petit, mike baker, 
troy harvey, john farrell, nick agro,

terekah najuwan, kate noelle

photo: 
matt sayles 
top: phil mccarten



STAGE
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 LEFT  

A HOMAGE TO

KARL LAGERFELD 
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THE
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© KARL LAGERFELD BY 
STÉPHANE FEUGÈRE 2�1�



BRIE LARSON wore a beautiful chanel gown at the red carpet of 
the oscars last week. it’s hardly conceivable that 

there could be a red carpet without a dress created by one of the labels chanel, 
fendi or

for me personally, these names are very closely connected with my own 
development. it was an amazing time in the ��s and ��s. i was a teenager, growing 
up in east-germany, dreaming of the runways in paris, of the breathtaking 
fashion styles which came from there, hoping to meet my fashion idols someday. 
it was the epoch when the media were dominated by true top models and names 
like yves saint laurent, versace, vivienne westwood, jean-paul gaultier, armani 
and karl lagerfeld. 

however, among all others, karl lagerfeld was always something special. he 
was more than a designer. karl lagerfeld was highly literate. according to him, 
he owned ���.��� books, spread over � apartments and houses. furthermore, 
karl lagerfeld was interested in politics and not afraid to express his opinions, 
which were quite provoking sometimes, in the public. moreover, he was a gifted 
photographer, criticized by some, loved by others. his photos represented his 
personal style, clean, puristic and – mainly – black and white. last but not 
least, the man with the black glasses and driver gloves, was one of the most 
important visionaries when it came to fashion and style.

it was february 1�, 2�1�, when the world heard that karl lagerfeld was gone 
forever. especially, paris was affected since it lost one of its most beloved faces, 
but even people, who were never interested in fashion before, where touched. 
for many of them, karl lagerfeld was a familiar person, because they grew up 
with him and his appearances in the media.

DRESSED IN CHANEL brie larson arrives on 
the red carpet of the 

�1. oscars® at the dolby® theatre in hollywood, ca on sunday, 
february 2�, 2�1�. photo: valerie durant � ©a.m.p.a.s.

KARL LAGERFELD



LET’S HEAR WHAT PIER PAOLO RIGHI, CEO OF THE LABEL 
KARL LAGERFELD, STATED ON THAT TRAGICAL DAY...

karl lagerfeld
© tacco12 

“the world has lost an icon. karl lagerfeld was a creative genius; he was influential, 
curious, powerful and passionate. he leaves behind an extraordinary legacy as one of the 
greatest designers of our time. i feel so blessed to have had the opportunity to have known 
and worked with him, and there are no words to express how much he will be missed.”

“driven by a phenomenal sense of creativity, karl was 
passionate, powerful and intensely curious. in addition 
to be the creative director of his namesake brand, karl 
lagerfeld was the creative director of both the chanel and 
fendi houses. he further expressed his exceptional talent 
and artistry through a lifelong passion for photography, 
publishing, illustration, architecture and interior design.”

KARL OTTO LAGERFELD tried to keep his age and origins 
a secret, but evidence shows that 

he was born on september 1�, 1��� in hamburg. his mother was a lingerie sales 
woman before she met karl’s father. maybe, it was a reason why karl lagerfeld 
became in touch with fashion. 

however, already in his early ages karl showed great interest in art and design. his 
schoolmates mentioned, that he always drew sketches instead of following the 
lessons. no wonder, because karl stated that he learned more in the kunsthalle 
hamburg �art museum� than in school.

THE EARLY YEARS
because of his love to the french art and language, he finished the secondary 
school in paris where he was focused on history and drawing. karl had a unique 
gift. when he was 22, he won a design competition which opened many doors for 
him. he befriended yves saint laurent and worked as an assistant and apprentice 
for pierre balmain.

already three years later, karl lagerfeld became an art director and he worked 
as a freelance designer for renowned brands like jean patou, tiziano, chloé and 
valentino, to name just a few. finally, in 1��� he became responsible for the fur 
line of fendi. a creative friendship which lasted until his death.

BREAKTHROUGH WITH CHANEL
karl lagerfeld was smart, talented and he was a visionary. thus, he accepted 
an offer of chanel. after the death of coco chanel, the brand wasn't able to 
continue the prior success. therefore, chanel was nearly dead. but karl lagerfeld 
brought chanel back to life. he was also responsible for the intensive use of the 
“cc” logo, which is chanel's trademark until today.

however, karl lagerfeld was too creative to focus his work on one brand, or 
just on two. hence, he founded his eponymous brand karl lagerfeld. his goal 
was to channel “intellectual sexiness”. 

not everybody liked his innovative work. for example, the oh so adored “goddess” 
of fashion, us vogue editor in chief anna wintour, left the karl lagerfeld runway 
show in milano in 1���. the reason was that strippers as well as the porn star 
moana pozzi presented karl lagerfeld’s black-and-white collection for fendi. 

“since its inception, the karl lagerfeld brand 
has strived to convey karl lagerfeld’s vision and 
share his design aesthetic through aspirational, 
accessible collections. this ethos will continue to 
remain at the core of the brand.” 



© christopher william adach

KARL LAGERFELD'S TEAM SENT US THE 
FOLLOWING STATEMENT
“thank you for your compassion and contacting us during this 
difficult time. everyone at karl lagerfeld paris is deeply heartbroken 
by the loss of our creative director. karl was one of the most 
influential and celebrated designers of the 21st century, and 
a universal symbol of style. driven by a phenomenal sense of 
creativity, he was passionate, powerful and intensely curious. 

he spent his lifetime building a colossal legacy of unparalleled 
creativity as the original fashion guru, and his legacy will last 
forever. we share in your sadness with you, wish you much strength 
during this emotional time. with sincere condolences, the karl 
lagerfeld paris team.”

THE LAST YEARS
in contrast to others, when karl lagerfeld took care of something, it worked 
well. for example when he created a great collection for diesel, which was 
extremely successfully. he also established the k karl lagerfeld collection. 
lagerfeld was honored with the couture council fashion visionary award by 
the fashion institute of technology. he created crystal collections, produced a 
short film with luc besson and keira knightley, designed hotel rooms in berlin 
and miami, created art sculptures and much more. 
besides all of this, karl lagerfeld remained always true to himself. he was the 
guy with the black sunglasses, long hair, fingerless gloves and high starched 
detachable collars. he was a good and loyal friend to those special people, who 
conquered his heart, mind and soul.

HIS LEGACY
he mastered his life and changed ours. but, such as anybody, he couldn’t win the 
fight against pancreatic cancer. there is a discussion whether his ashes will be 
spread alongside his mother or late partner jacques de bascher. howsoever, his 
legacy and style, his influence of the world will live on in us all.



karl lagerfeld is gone, but his legacy lives on, 
also in his brand and its current and future collections.

KARL LAGERFELD
fashion icon karl lagerfeld was and will always be renowned 
worldwide for his relevant, curated and cutting-edge approach 
to style. under his creative direction, the karl lagerfeld 
brand translated his iconic vision into aspirational, accessible 
collections. its signature aesthetic combines until today timeless 
parisian classics with a contemporary, rock-chic edge. 

the new collection is inspired by karl lagerfeld's most beloved 
travel destination, argentina. from its renowned architecture 
and infamous polo matches to the passion of tango dancing, the 
spirited latin culture is vibrant and expressive. 

THE SPRING/SUMMER 19



READY TO WEAR 
inspired by the lights of buenos aires, 
from daytime polo matches to street 
festivals at night; the key aesthetic 
mimics the masculine and feminine cha-
racteristics of tango dancing. 

there is a rocky leather jacket with 
stud details, an elegant layered geor-
gette maxi skirt, and a black punto 
dress with a detachable collar.

outerwear silhouettes include a struc-
tured, fit-and-flare long jacket in 
bright red. the final statement piece is 
a ruched, fitted black tango dress. 

THE COLLECTION 
channels this energy in day-to-night 
pieces filled with fluid silhouettes, 
bursts of color and feminine details. 



the collection further features city-
chic daywear, inspired by buenos aires' 
famous recoleta neighborhood. tailored 
leather shorts pair with boucle knit 
cardigans or a hybrid shirt-sweatshirt. 

the collection includes 
also very stylish bags. 
see more later.



exemplifying karl's iconic 
dna, there is a contrast stitch 
jumpsuit and a trench coat 
that can unzip into a pleated 
dress. a playful green hue is 
interspersed throughout, as 
are traditional guarda pampa 
patterns, denim fabrics and 
metal eyelet details. 



for a day at the polo matches, there are pieces for high summer with 
bright pops of green, red and yellow. fabrics are flowing, airy and 
lightweight, with silk georgette and viscose appearing in floral print 
dresses and wide leg, pajama-style pants. for easy layering, there is 
also a cashmere-blend knit sweater and matching cardigan, plus a 
satin-back-crepe jacket with karl lagerfeld embroidery. 



THE ACCESSORIES 
this season sees the introduction of a new 
k�jacquard group, which features branded 
jacquard fabrics, pop colors, calf leathers, and 
a new circular karl lagerfeld logo motif. 

throughout the collection, color blocking is a 
recurring theme in shades of red, black, green 
and yellow, while the bum bag remains a key 
shape; one design doubles as a bum bag and 
cross-body bag in one. 



reflecting the season's travel theme, there is a new, customizable k�logo 
stripe with cities like paris, new york, tokyo and london printed on the 
styles. key k�logo styles include a weekender and a backpack made from 
an exclusive new nylon fabric. finally, the new k�athleisure category 
is crafted from soft calf leather with contrasting debossed print 
techniques and a sporty feel.

there is a new k�signature quilted 
group with geometric calf leather 
quilting, new shapes and triple chain 
details. the hugely popular k�signature 
style is also reimagined with metallic-
coated raffia, multicolored enamel or 
rocky black hardware.



KARL LAGERFELD lived in the beautiful paris, france the most time 
of his life. he was admired by countless interna-

tional artists, and, of course, also french stars loved his creations. we don’t 
know if she ever wore his styles, but we have discovered a new, amazing french 
shooting star, who would look simply stunning in an outfit from chanel, fendi 
or karl lagerfeld:

BLU-RAY & DVD TIP

besides her beautiful appearance, she is a 
great actress which touched us as chloe 
in our dvd�blu-ray tip of the month. 

actually, it surprised us, that the movie 
wasn’t so successful in cinema. because, 
nobody less than the great j.j. abrams was 
responsible for the production. 

however, operation: overlord it’s a great 
movie and genre mix. so, what’s it about�

in germany and europe, each kid learns 
nearly everything about the second world 
war in school. everything� 

J.J. ABRAMS knows obviously 
more. it seems that 

he and julius avery found some secret sources, 
which provide impressive information about 
the things which happened in 1���. the time of 
the d-day and the operation overlord. 

THE THRILLING STORY
with only hours until d-day, a team of ame-
rican paratroopers drop into nazi-occupied 
france to carry out a mission that’s crucial 
to the invasion’s success. so, tasked with des-
troying a radio transmitter atop a fortified 
church, the desperate soldiers join forces 
with a young french villager to penetrate 
the walls and take down the tower. but, in a 
mysterious nazi lab beneath the church, the 
outnumbered g.i.s come face-to-face with ene-
mies unlike anything the world has ever seen. PICTURES © UNIVERSAL PICURES

OPERATION: OPERATION: 

OVERLOARDOVERLOARD

MATHILDE OLLIVIER

MATHILDE OLLIVIER (CHLOE) 
the beautiful french actress played the lead in the television film “la sainte famille”. ollivier 
performed a young nun, who is divided between her position in the church and her natural 
desires as a woman. most recently she played a supporting role in boss level, starring mel gibson 
and naomi watts. furthermore, she appeared in miss atkins’ army, directed by lydia dean pilcher.

since her childhood the french actress has had a passion for the arts. she began her training at 
the conservatory of the 1�th arrondissement of paris. mathilde was consumed for hours by films 
and memorized all her favorite roles, bringing them to life in scenes with costumes and props. 
in 2�11, ollivier became a student at the cours simon in paris. then, in 2�1�, she landed the second 
female role in the musical “mistinguett, reine des années folles,” directed by françois chouquet. 
the following year she got the lead in the feature “the misfortunes of francois jane”, directed 
by patrick pearse.



MATHILDE OLLIVIER
A TRUE POWERFUL WOMAN 
moreover, in 2�1�, ollivier directed her first short film, désillusion. she has also started 
her own production company, la palette, and is currently in post-production on her 
first feature, “the upright woman”. additionally, she is producing a documentary that 
focuses on the struggle of women in burkina faso.

IN OPERATION OVERLORD, mathilde ollivier plays the beautiful 
chloe. within the turmoil of war, the 

young woman takes care of her little brother and aunt. at night, the brave girl goes to 
the dark forest to look for scrap and some precious items, which could help the small 
family to survive.

CHLOE IS VERY ATTRACTIVE. thus, she has to face sexual 
harassments from the nazis every 

day. therefore, she has many reasons to help the american soldiers, who run into her 
accidentally.

mathilde with director julius avery

mathilde at the q&a after the overloard world premiere in austin, texas.



JOVAN ADEPO (BOYCE)
adepo plays the young soldier boyce, who has to prove his courage and 
will to survive already during his first combat mission. thereby, boyce 
has a good heart as well as a distinct sense of justice. therefore, he 
doesn’t stop, when the time comes to help his comrades and friends.

WYATT RUSSELL (FORD)
,russel plays a taciturn soldier with a secret mission. no one knows his 
true plans. thus, the question is, if he will reveal them to the others.

PILOU ASBÆK (WAFNER)
asbæk plays the german nazi officer wafner, who has a penchant for the 
attractive chloe. asbæk plays wafner extremely convincing, although his 
role turns into another direction with the time.



THE REVIEW
with operation overlord, j.j. abrams and julius avery present us an entertaining 
genre mix. what starts as a thrilling and visually stunning war movie, turns 
into a horror spectacle which is exiting and hilarious at the same time.

thereby, operation overlord has more thrilling moments to offer than hallo-
ween or many other so called “horror” movies of the last time. apart from 
this, operation overlord presents a very dense atmosphere. especially the flight 
scenes at the beginning are simply stunning. moreover, the cinematography is 
very authentic. furthermore, the chemistry is right between the protagonists. 
they play their roles absolutely convincingly and with devotion.

operation overlord is an action movie which gives almost no time to breathe or 
visit the rest rooms. of course, it’s a simple movie without any deeper message. 
but, it’s a film with heart and soul. moreover, it has a very good cast – above all 
mathilde ollivier. finally, overlord convinces because of its amazing pictures as 
well as a very entertaining story.

we have watched the blu-ray - which includes many behind-the-scenes bonus-fea-
tures - on a philips oled��� ambilight screen. thereby, both showed their 
strengths, the film with its stunning pictures and sounds and philips with its 
unique sound and ambilight system, which turns your living room into a film 
location and, thus, completes the movie’s atmosphere. we give 8 points for great 
and innovative entertainment. thus, operation overlord is the valeur blu-ray/
dvd tip of the month.



ACTION...
AND

MEDIENBOARD
15 YEARS OF FILM FUNDING

BERLIN/BRANDENBURG



MEDIENBOARD PARTY
the start of each year is always marked by the topic film. while the oscars are cele-
brated in los angeles, usa, the berlinale takes place in berlin, germany. thus, for 1� 
days, the vibrant metropolis turns into a huge cinema screen. 
around ��� films are shown that invite about ���.��� visitors to join the berlinale. 
therefore, alongside cannes and venice, the berlinale belongs to the most important 
film festivals in europe. this year, stars like chasey affleck and christian bale visited 
the event to answer many questions about their new projects. besides the films and 
press conferences, one of the most important events in town is the medienboard 
party, where more than 2��� film artists, politicians, press and media representatives 
come together. 

mbb managing director kirsten niehuus with 
palina rojinski �left� and simon verhoeven.
photo: sebastian gabsch �even page before�

golden shining: the charming emilia schuele arrives at the medienboard party 
2�1� �photo: david marschalsky�



IT HAS A GOOD REASON, 
because the medienboard berlin brandenburg is 
the partner and supporter of all film-makers, pro-
ducers and – last but not least – actors, german 
as well as international ones. meanwhile for 1� 
years, the medienboard berlin brandenburg is re-
sponsible for film funding and media business de-
velopment. 

with an annual budget of around 2� million eu-
ros, they have already supported film productions 
like “inglorious bastards” with brad pitt and di-
rected by quentin tarantino. furthermore, roman 
polanski’s “the ghost writer” and “unknown” with 
liam neeson and diane kruger wouldn’t be realized 
without the support of the company. 

each year, after a month of hard work, it’s time to 
use the berlinale to enjoy success, to discuss old 
and new projects, and to finally have fun together. 
thus, the medienboard berlin brandenburg invites 
always to a huge party at the first saturday of the

heike makatsch �above� under discussion. christina do rego and anna maria 
mühe in front of the ritz carlton �right side�. photo: nadja wohlleben

photo: david marschalsky

BERLINALE.



photo: sebastian gabsch

IT’S TRADITION to celebrate the party in the ritz carlton at 
the potsdamer platz, in the heart of the city. 

besides talks, drinks, good music and food, it’s also a tradition to present 
the films of the last year, which were successful it’s called 'the scheck is 
back', when producers and artist appear onstage, to handover a huge check. 
it symbolizes that the movie was successful as well as able to pay the fund 
back. the autobiography: 'der junge muss an die frische luft' �the boy must 
into the fresh air� paid the check back this time. it’s a film about the most 
popular german comedian hape kerkeling. 



photo: david marschalsky

WOMANPOWER IN FRONT OF AND BEHIND THE CAMERA
the party made clear that medienboard is always very interested to support creative female 
talents. thanks to the fundation, women in film rocked berlin-brandenburg’s 2�1� shooting 
season in front of and behind the camera: with 'sms für dich' (sms for you), karoline 
herfurth �here with fans in front of the ritz carlton hotel� proved that she does not only 
attract audiences as an actress – in the summer, she finished her second film, action comedy 
'sweethearts', which will be in cinemas right in time for valentine’s day. her french colleague 
julie delpy staged 'my zoe' in berlin-brandenburg in 2�1�, hermine huntgeburth depicted udo 
lindenberg’s wild years in 'mach dein ding!' and vanessa jopp is adapting the e-mail romance 
novel 'gut gegen nordwind'. these are just some examples of creative womenpower in berlin.



LUCKILY, the german film has to offer 
many talented highly attrac-

tive women who have also the potential for 
or already experiences with international pro-
ductions. some of them had fun together at 
the medienboard parts �f.l.t.r.�: heike makatsch, 
paula beer, sonja gerhardt, �jannik schümann� 
anke engelke, alicia von rittberg, aylin tezel, 
maria dragus and the stunning janina uhse 
�above in color�.

photos: clemens porkys



of course, when people go to party in berlin, they  turn the 
night into day. thus, after the official party, all celebrities 
and guest had fun together. some were so kind to take time 
for their fans, such as the exceptional nilam farooq �right�.
photo: david marschalsky



not only at the medienboard party or any other event, but  also on 
the screen she is something special: NILAM FAROOQ

not only at the medienboard party or any other event, but  also on 
the screen she is something special:

as a daughter of a pakistani father and a polish mother, the incre-
dibly attractive and talented young actress represents the charac-
ter and heart of her birthplace berlin, where she still lives. 

nilam is unique among the new generation of young german ar-
tists. she always appears profound, classy, restrained, modest and 
– this is very special – wisely. when she says something, it’s signifi-
cant. nilam is known in germany, because of her roles in many crime 
series. furthermore, she performed in the tragicomedy “mein blind 
date mit dem leben“ (my blind date with life) and in the horror film 
“heilstätten”. besides, she also runs a youtube channel with more 
than 1 million subscribers. thus, regarding the social media, nilam 
is the most influential actress in germany.

last week, we had a „date“ with the beautiful actress to talk with 
her about her new movie RATE YOUR DATE.



LOVE
LOOKOUT
 THE NEW  

RATE YOUR DATE 
LOVE DOESN'T FIT IN A CATEGORY
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 BIG  



actually, we don't often have the opportunity to write a 
review about a german movie. but now, 2�th century fox 
germany brings a movie into the cinemas, which aroused 
our interest. the name: RATE YOUR DATE

in rate your date nilam farooq plays the young single mo-
ther patricia. with her son, she tries to handle the life as 
good as she can. patricia believes in values and the great 
love. whereas, her best friend teresa (alicia von rittberg) 
is a date-pro. she plays with men and isn’t interested in 
a serious relationship, but it comes the time, when both 
young women – each in her way – become tired of liars, 
cheaters or mum’s darlings. 

wouldn’t it be absolutely great to know everything 
about the person before you will meet him or her� is it a 
�crazybitch, a �heartbreaker, a �sextremist, a �pinguine 
or a �missperfect�



thus, the smart young ladies develop the idea of 

A DATING APP. but they have no money as well as no 
technical skills. therefore, they need help. as fate plays 

out, they meet the computer scientist anton and his rich friend paul. while the one 
is a neurotic, the other is a superficial macho. 

of course, this combination causes trouble, chaos, funny and romantic 
moments. rate your date is a comedy, which deals with the real life. the 
film tries to reflect our “modern” life and behavior, which is marked 
and dominated by the smartphone and the internet. thereby, director 
david dietl didn’t forget to show also the negative effects of the ano-
nymous social network. the mobbing.

RATE YOUR DATE is actually a summer comedy. what 
a luck, during the premiere in ber-

lin the thermometer showed 1� degree ��2,� °f�, mind you, in febru-
ary in germany. the film creates a good summer feeling and the out-
door pictures are simply stunning. berlin is shining in a special light 
and the scenes on countryside inspire to do a picnic at the weekend. 
no wonder. the team was “lucky” to produce the movie during the hot-
test and longest summer in germany since decades. on the one hand, it 
was good, but on the other hand also bad. sometimes, the team was sub-
jected to temperatures of ��°c �1�� °f� during the production of the indoor 
scenes. however, the result are pictures, which entertain and impress.



SO FAR SO GOOD. the weak point is, that dietl plays with 
clichés and stereotypes. some of the charac-

ters appear exaggerated here and there. happiness, trouble and romance 
seem sometimes overblown and artificial. the language is authentic, but 
sometimes a bit too vulgar. even the story has logic gaps. when it would 
only take some weeks to launch a complex app, then wow- we would 
certainly be flooded by them much more than we already are in reality.

however, on the other hand, there are many scenes, that 

REMIND US OF OUR OWN REAL LIFE. 
if it’s the father who isn’t believing in the kid, or if it’s the boss who is 

annoying... if it’s the single mother from the neighborhood or if it’s the 
friend who lives in an unhappy relationship. we all know these people and, 

thus, we become friends with patricia, teresa, anton and paul, even with 
the critical points mentioned before. or maybe, exactly because of them. the 

characters are close to us, they are not perfect, and this makes them likeable.

watch the behind the 
scenes video here



THE ACTORS do a good job. without any 
doubt, alicia von rittberg 

belongs to the top league of german talents. even 
if her strengths are more serious, pensive roles, 
she shows, that she can handle comedy too. 
however, nilam farooq acts brilliant. she plays 
the romantic young mother, focused on values, 
not shy to express her opinion in such a great 
way, that we cannot wait to see her on the big 
screen again very soon.

if you want to see a romantic, easy summer 
comedy, with a bit profoundness and a lot of 
fun, then you should go into the cinema now. 
rate your date is out now.
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the beginning of the year is also fashion week time. all over the 
world, fashion labels and designers present the newest trends 
while showing their collections. the unofficial opener of all is the 
fashion week in berlin. many things have changed here, during the 
last years, but one is still the same. the glamour that some special 
labels radiate. one of the most exciting ones is RIANI

IN THE FIRST ROW 

THE ACTRESSES 
nadine warmuth, laura berlin, 
caro cult, sonja gerhardt and 
taneshia abt



SOUNDTRACK FASHION SHOW
of course, stars and artists like the wonderful nilam farooq love 
also good fashion. nilam attented the show which was presented 
under the motto: rianista's soundtrack. the german premium 
fashion label riani showed the fall&winter 2�1��2�2� collection 
in a very exclusive location called "e-werk". it’s one of the most 
beautiful industrial monuments of berlin. 

caro cult, sonja gerhardt, 
taneshia abt and nilam farooq



THIS SEASON, the rianistas have 
taken inspiration from their all-time favorite play-
list. songs that accompany them through the deca-
des in ever new interpretations gave the names 
to the individual collections and the collection 
theme "riani and the sounds of a rianista." warm 
colors and cozy materials are reflected in unique 
wintry looks. layering continues to be a key word. 
the collection: modern, wearable and trendy.

as in previous riani fashion shows, the audience 
was thrilled with an unforgettable staging right 
at the start. for this show, riani invited a special 
guest from home: dundu made his runway debut. 
dundu is an illuminated large doll with a height 
of almost five meters. it provided an impressive 
appearance to kick-off the riani show. 

we have never been so successful in emotionalizing at all channels. 
rianista's soundtrack combined with the new collections and 
artistic opening act merged into a magical moment, says mona 
buckenmaier, the company's next generation.



PAULINA SWAROVSKI 
paulina swarovski was seen for the first time at riani alongside international 
well-known top models on the runway. as support, victoria swarovski admired 
her sister's performance and the latest it pieces from the riani collection. she 
enjoyed the show from the front row. also, other vips such as sonja gerhardt, 
natalia woerner, cassandra steen, rebecca immanuel, nadine warmuth, laura 
berlin and jana ina zarrella as well as the top influencers alexandra lapp, 
aylin könig, annette weber and laura noltemeyer didn’t miss the event. they 
supplemented the high-profile front row at a high level.

we are particularly pleased about the cooperation with paulina 
and victoria swarovski. both of whom also grew up in a cross-
generational and international family business with a lot of 
heart. you have the power and charisma to transport the right 
riani spirit. her casual elegance breathes life into the riani slogan 
"love who you are", said martina buckenmaier, ceo riani.

paulina swarovski in a yellow 
leather suit and blue sunglasses.

even though it was the riani autumn�winter collection 2�1��2�, many outfits 
dealt with spring-like colors and prints. paulina presented a long dress 
with many butterfly prints and a yellow suit. it was combined with a brown 
leather blouse and white roll collar. the blue sunglasses and yellow earrings 
completed paulina’s look.



in addition to the spectacular fashion show, riani is also known for the unforgettable 
aftershow party at grace, together with vips, business partners, family & friends. here, 
the beautiful, successful sisters found some time to talk with valeur about the show 
as well as about values, fashion and the future.

valeur means value. your name as well as your personal work stand for a variety of 
values. what are the most important values in your life�
victoria: one of my values is loyality. first and foremost to my family. this close 
connection as well as warmness in general are very important to me.
paulina: of course, the family is also for me the greatest value. but also good friends, 
who are with you in good times as well as in bad ones, are very important.
victoria: this is true. they and the family are naturally your biggest support and a strong 
backup. we are such a big family. considering our cohesion, i must say that it's actually 
very rare nowadays, especially in our age group. 

quality and style are also values, especially when it comes to fashion.  what did you 
love about the riani collection and the fashion show�
victoria: first of all, i’m super proud of paulina that she walked at the show. she did 
a fantastic job. moreover, she closed the show which is similar to an accolade for a 
model. furthermore, riani presents really nice colors this year. i like the mix between 
earth colors and very vivid ones. however, my absolute favorite is the yellow suit that 
paulina wears right now. the other outfit was also really nice. it seemed to be inspired 
by africa because of all the animal prints. it was very cool.

certainly, because of your job you wear always trendy looks. but what do prefer to 
wear in your privat life� how you would describe your style�
paulina: i just love to wear simple sneakers combined with cool jeans and a thick hoodie 
when i go outside. that’s basically my favourite style.
victoria: it always depends. i think that a woman looks nice in a short alaïa dress, 
combined with sneakers and a nice bag. in the evening you can maybe change to some 
nice pumps and a cool riani jacket as well as a clutch, so you’re practically well-dressed 
the entire day.

meanhwhile, berlin is a fashion center, but the town has also other things to offer. 
do you have a special connection with berlin� what do you like the most�
paulina: i always associate berlin with fashion. i’m always here to visit the fashion week 
and i really love it. berlin is a gorgeous big city with many different people.
victoria: i actually associate berlin a lot with work. i mainly come here to work. but it's 
always a lot of fun. honestly, there has never been a day where i thought: ,,ok, i’ll explore 
berlin and see what i enjoyed the most.’’. i should actually plan to do this and i will do 
that, because then i could answer your question better �laughed�.

the fashion week is over soon. what are your future plans�
victoria: definitely ‘’let’s dance’’. it will already start in march and last � ½ months. 
additionally there is also my new dirndl collection, that will be released in august. 
furthermore, i have two awesome campaigns for what we will soon shoot this year. 
paulina: at the moment i’m studying interior design in london. therefore i’m combining 
both things: modeling and studying. but even if i'm focused on my studies, i'm always 
happy about an opportunity to work as model.

INTERVIEW: VICTORIA & PAULINA SWAROVSKI 
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AFTER BERLIN has started the season, a 
lot of other fashion metro-

polises present their fashion weeks. so, we travel to 
london, paris, new york, sao paolo as well as, of course, 
the spanish capital of fashion

MADRID
69TH EDITION OF MADRID FASHION WEEK
this year the fashion week in madrid composed a higher quality 
program of international buyers and press. the event was full of 
prestigious stores, with outstanding figures and influencers from 
different parts of the world and a selection of top international 
fashion brands. the fashion week, which ran from 2�th to 2�th of 
january at ifema and other venues in madrid, brought together the 
parades and presentations of 43 leading creators and brands, and a 
total of ��,��� visitors.

talking about numbers, besides the huge number of visitors, 
the event brought more than �� international professional 
guests, representatives from prominent points of sale and 
fashion distribution outlets, as well as well-known european, 
american and asian media. you might be wondering who took 
the center stage of the madrid fashion week. it was none of 
the other than vogue runway, vogue italia, vogue russia, hola 
fashion uk, marie claire turkey, grazia mexico, as well as cnn, 
and the reforma daily newspaper of mexico. 



MADE IN SPAIN in its complete tour of made in 
spain, which lasted all � days, madrid fashion week hosted the 
presentation of collections from �� leading creators and brands. 
they all confirmed that current spanish fashion, which is full of 
young creators, by the way, is sophisticated, avant-garde, diverse 
and packed with new creative energy. on the 2�th, designer 
ana locking made way for the parades of established 
designers, who presented their collections both at 
ifema and other points of the city. collections 
were presented by creators pilar dalbat, carlota 
barrera, pilar del campo and maison mesa.



INNOVATIVE PARADES the madrid fashion week 
also included some interesting innovations. it was the case with 
oteyza, who gave his performance at the teatro español, moisés nieto 
in the modernist building and headquarters of the ied in calle lara 
and others. the ailanto and pedro del hierro parades were also held 
at palacio de cibeles, whilst the angel schlesser parade was held at 
the headquarters of the community of madrid. in order for all these 
events and parades to be held, the madrid fashion week received 
support from community of madrid and madrid city council. 

RENEWED ATMOSPHERE AND WARMTH
another exciting innovation at madrid fashion week included the new 
architectural project for hall 1�.1. the modern and attractive project 
contributed a renewed atmosphere and warmth to the site, and it was 
also well perceived by the visitors. both catwalks have been maintained, 
although one of them does provide greater functionality by offering 
a multi-purpose approach and contemplating different stage designs. 

of course, no fashion week is fully complete without some amazing 
collections. the most eye-catching ones were ���, hannibal laguna, la 
condera, maison mesa, maline, miguel marlinero, theresa helbig and 
ulises merinda and andres sarda.



MADRID FASHION WEEK
STREET STYLES not only on the run-

way we saw many ama-
zing looks and styles during the madrid fashion 
week. also on the street we met creative people who 
showed their individual fashion week street looks. 
it was a wide range of styles, from a cybergirl look, 
to casual and sportive styles, to the classy but sexy 
rock-ballerina outfit.



404
STUDIO



404 STUDIO SPRING/SUMMER COLLECTION
when you hear the name 404 studio, you might wonder where the name comes from. 
well, this fashion label owns its name to the duration of the 1963 film cleopatra 
that starred the one and only – elizabeth taylor.  that is exactly on what the 
collection is focused on. to be more specific, on its film-set, and the ornamentation 
and the multiple costume changes of the actress throughout the film. the clothes 
are embroidered with golden sequins that make the collection stand out. as for 
the color palette, it is beige, black, egyptian greens and blues and coral, without 
neglecting gold. simply put, the collection is greatly inspired by egypt and its 
implementation in todays fashion world. 

404 STUDIO is a laboratory of creation whose approach 
towards fashion is based on uniqueness. 

seeking to create something contemporary from tradition, the 
brand is focused on the design and production of handmade, 
exclusive and limited-edition pieces of clothing. by using traditional 
materials and techniques such as crochet, the brand’s essence is 
based on exploring and reinventing new ways of doing knitwear. 
aiming to redefine the established rules. further, ��� aims to merge 
fashion with different artistic expressions; being closely linked to 
cinema, the inspiration behind every collection, and art.



HANNIBAL
LAGUNA



THE STORY BEHIND
"i feel an instinctive attraction for 
this ambiguous term, which classifies 
everything that is outside its natural 
environment, seems strange or is sin-
gular. being different, with a distant 
origin or simply unique, deserves this 
adjective", explains the creator. 

THE COLLECTION 
is about balance and harmony, therefore 
animality and flowering are the keys to building 
a sequence of evening dresses, stylized trousers 
and luxurious tops. the collection is like an 
alliance between crafts and technology. it 
includes wide, flair skirts, feminine silhouettes 
and natural fabrics. colors such as blue duck, 
infinity red, purple and flamenco dominate. all 
with the touch of black that underlines the 
collection’s atmosphere.

born in venezuela but spanish at heart; educated in milan but admired in the whole world. 

HANNIBAL LAGUNA chose madrid as his residence in 1���, year in which 
he opened an atelier in el callejón de jorge juan. this 

designer’s boutique is a ���-square-metre space featuring a minimalist aesthetic studded 
in chocolate tones, creating the perfect atmosphere to enhance any of his garments. 



LA
CONDESA



THE COLLECTION 
this collection is inspired by the figure of ada 
lovelace, which is the first computer program-
mer in history. mathematical algorithms were 
the inspiration for jacquard knitting machi-
nes, which is why this will be one of the main 
fabrics in the collection. 

this collection evokes empowered women 
by reinterpreting classic victorian volumes, 
skirts and tulle dresses mixed with tailored 
neoprene. "ada" embodies technique, but also 
poetry. among the most surprising elements 
are the new designs such as the union of a 
jacket and a tulle dress and unique prints cre-
ated through digital printing combined with 
screen printing or floral prints inspired by 
wallpapers with floral motifs from the victo-
rian era.

IN 2010 MARINA CONDE set out to make a unique, original and valuable 
product, therefore he began to make jackets. they 

were made by hand and in spanish workshops, with the best seamstresses in spain. since then, 

LA CONDESA has become a reference for being a pioneer in the manufacture of mili-
tary inspiration jackets in our country. and today all their garments 

have a distinctive tie that reads: "proudly made in spain.". their clothes always have a background 
behind them, weather it is music or places.



MAISON
MESA



MAISON MESA, 
born with the spirit of proposing creative solutions for current 
clothing needs, focused on tailor-made sewing and limited pro-
ductions, they make garments designed for unique women 
looking to feel special, elegant and above all contemporary. 

LAS VAMPIRAS
maison mesa presents a collection 
developed around the idea of vampire 
women, powerful women with great 
strength, eternal beauty as concei-
ved of throughout history and its 
aesthetics, taking as its reference the 
cult film "las vampiras" �1��1�. the 
collection is created for women who 
enjoy the freedom of being wrapped 
in clothes that do not cling to them. 
made with textiles that surround 
them with timeless silhouettes for all 
ages and bodies.



MALNE



BEHIND THE CLOTHES
paloma álvarez and juanjo mánez are two well-known 
professionals in luxury and sewing who’s work has 
been recognized by the most prestigious spanish fas-
hion firms. the two professionals created melne, 
which specializes in custom luxury garments. their 
experience includes collaborations with prestigious 
directors such as vogue and elle, along with the 
most prestigious international photographers (vin-
cent peters, satoshi saikusa, mikael jansson, jacques 
olivar and juan martin) and top models, from linda 
evangelista, jasmeen ghauri, nieves álvarez to helena 
christensen. 



THE COLLECTION
based on grace jones’s inspiration, the designers of malne, juanjo mánez and paloma álva-
rez explore new lines and the connection between the tradition of haute couture and 
tailoring and a futuristic view of femininity.



MARINERO
MIGUEL



MIGUEL MARINERO explores an era 
with a slower 

pace and designs that celebrate artisanal and long-
lasting traditions. in archives, the focus shifts to 
timeless, asexual garments. the colors reflect the fun 
and the dances lasting long into the night, along with 
metallic, developed, light velvets with animal prints 
in red and anthracite grey. the tailoring, a hallmark 
of the firm, is transformed by silhouettes borrowed 
from men's clothes and overlays in classic materials 
such as traditional checks and stripes. the collection 
is also reminiscent of vintage and different decades. 



THERESA  
HELBIG  



THERESA HELBIG – I PUT A SPELL ON YOU
we are in january 1��2, and the annual bruges convention is about to be held 
in some secret location on the border in bratislava. people come from all 
over the world – mexico, shanghai, paris, tokyo, edinburgh, bucharest, lyon, 
prague. they are all different but at the same time, the same. somehow, people 
associate witches with something evil and dark, however this collection strips 
the witch of her dark, supernatural, political, religious, archetypal burden. 
she is seen as an independent woman, who follows her instinct, who believes 
in a shared ancestral feminine wisdom. 

THERESA HELBIG clothes are full of passion, crea-
tivity, innovation and excellence 

makes each piece into true works of authorship, far from the ordi-
nary and mass production. teresa, along with her creative team, 
designs and creates in her barcelona atelier - this allows her to pay 
an intense attention to each detail of every stage of the creative 
process. she loves to experiment with the finest fabrics and forms, 
combining materials such as fine silks, tulle, crochet and crystal 
beads - assuring one-of-a-kind creations which are created in her 
exquisite and sophisticated aesthetic, that sublimes with impeccable 
craft techniques and couture. 



when we wear our favorite clothes, magic begins we attract luck, we are more lucid, we 
look at the world more kindly. a dress can be a lucky charm, a magic wand, a broom on 
which to fly away from the ignorant looks that judge. and all of that creates a collection 
that is exotic, opulent, dreamy and festive. 



MERINDA   
ULISES   



the play between the patterns and fabrics is clear here. the color palette 
maintains some of the tones present in this collection, such as purple or 
yellow, and introduces nuances such as a dry green or very intense navy 
blues, which coexist in harmony and without treading on anyone's feet.

'VALS' COLLECTION the word 'vals' �or waltz� 
derives from the german 

'walzen', which literally translates as 'spin'. dancers turning on 
their own axes in a larger circle create hypnotic, elegant and solemn 
rhythm. this seductive fusion between the fabrics and their wearers 
is the starting point of "vals", the new collection from ulises mérida 
for the next autumn-winter season 2�1��2�. the collection focuses 
on lightness of characteristic of the waltz and is guided by each 
garment that envelops the woman without drowning or hiding 
her, surrounding her figure.



ANDRES   
SARDA   



IT ALL STARTED IN THE 
19TH CENTURY, when the company 

manufactured high 
quality lace blankets. when the use of blankets 
ceased to be mandatory in the churches, the sardá 
family began to use lace in other areas of fashion. 
1��2 marked a turning point in the history of the 
brand. the brand stepped into lingerie. instantly, the 
collection breaks the stereotypes. 



THE DESIGNS are made to favor and delight women, 
while technical innovation creates an 

unprecedented comfort. seductive, although easy to use, based on 
craftsmanship, the signature of andres sarda is recognized among 
all. in the 70s, the brand introduced beach wear. the goal is to make 
women feel completely safe and attractive. today, the brand has 
expanded internationally and is recognized and worn by a lot of 
people. some of them including lady gaga and shakira. 



ANDRES SARDA - ZODIAC this season, andres sarda immerses us in 
the world of astrology, interpreting the 

signs of the zodiac and their personality traits through a unique staging. 



THE ICONIC MATERIALS of the sardá collections 
such as tulle, silk, lace 

and elastic tricots will feature in the collection, but this time we will 
also find maxi nets, fringes and feathers.

THE WATER AND AIR signs will decorate the 
beachwear range, and his 

intimate range will be dressed in earth and fire. the collection has it 
all, starting with soft and delicate colors in the intimate collection 
and the opposite bright and strong in the beachwear collection.



AS MUCH AS ANDRES SARDA dominates with 
its award-win-

ning beach wear collection that is a must have of every woman, this 
season guess also introduces their beachwear collection, therefore the 
possibilities are endless for summer, making sure every woman finds her 
fit. weather it would be andres sarda or guess with charlotte mickinney.
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GUESS? STARTED PARTNERSHIP 
WITH CHARLOTTE MCKINNEY 
this spring�summer 2�1�, guess introduces model and actress, charlotte mckinney 
as the face and designer of guess’ latest swimwear campaign and her capsule, icon. 
charlotte, the star of the ss1� campaign, played an instrumental role in the design 
and creation of each iconic swimsuit. charlotte mckinney is an american actress 
and model who has been featured in several previous guess swimwear and lingerie 
advertising campaigns. mckinney has been chosen for her american beauty and 
personality, which perfectly represents the spirit of guess and this highly feminine 
capsule collection. the collection pays homage to the brand’s heritage, featuring 
styles and patterns that have made guess an iconic fashion brand.

charlotte mckinney 
starred, inter alia, in 
baywatch, flatliners, joe 
dreck 2, mad families, 
first we take brooklyn 
and other films

it’s been such an 
honor to create, 
design and shoot 
for the iconic 
brand that we 
know as guess. i 
owe a lot of my 
career success to 
guess, it was my 
first big modeling 
job and a truly 
unforgettable ex-
perience. it’s such 
a beautiful feeling 
to be part of the 
guess family, to 
have shot several 
campaigns over 
the years, and now 
to create my own 
capsule collection 
is a dream come 
true. i have desi-
gned twelve diffe-
rent styles, so that 
everyone can find 
the perfect swim-
suit that makes you 
feel confident and 
gorgeous! mckin-
ney shares.



THE FEMININE ICON COLLECTION
the campaign, art directed by paul marciano, co-founder of guess�, inc., and shot 
by photographer, derek kettela features charlotte alongside the other models 
at a private residence and on the beaches of sunny los angeles, ca wearing key 
pieces from the icon capsule. the limited-edition swimwear collection pays 
homage to the brand’s heritage, featuring styles and patterns that have made 
guess an iconic fashion brand.

“charlotte mckinney was the very first model we found on instagram and placed 
in the guess swimwear 2�1� campaign. watching charlotte’s international 
stardom rapidly grow since her first campaign with appearances in music videos, 
movies and on tv, has been an enjoyable journey to follow. since discovering 
charlotte and welcoming her into the guess family, she has been featured in 
several swimwear and lingerie campaigns with guess. we are thrilled to welcome 
her back for another campaign with guess and launch her first swimwear 
capsule” says paul marciano.

the icon capsule collection is comprised of stylish, feminine designs offered 
in iconic leopard prints, flirty gingham, bold polka dots and graphic stripes. 
staying true to guess’ dna, classic red, black and white tones dominate the 
beachwear assortment and can be mixed and matched with a variety of designs. 
bandeau and halter bikini tops, paired with cheeky, brazilian and string briefs 
add a flirtatious element to the rotation while ��’s-inspired high-legged one-
piece swimsuits enhance the silhouette and lend a chic fashion statement to any 
summer wardrobe. the icon capsule collection is available worldwide now. 



THE GUESS? 
SPRING 2019



GUESS INTRODUCES THE MODELS viki odintcova, 
kristina krayt, mishel gerzig, gulsina kalimullina and andrea damante in the spring 
2�1� campaign shot in palma de mallorca, spain. 

THE CAMPAIGN, art directed by paul marciano, co-founder of 
guess?, inc., and shot by fashion photographer 

tatiana gerusova, captures the models wearing spring’s key ready-to-wear pieces 
complimented by a mixture of the season’s accessories. 



FOR WOMEN, brightly colored floral maxi dresses in yellow and red are 
the stand-outs of the season and are anchored by a variety 

of denim looks that serve as staple pieces in any wardrobe. for men, short-sleeve printed 
shirts topped with a classic or distressed denim jacket provide the ultimate cool look. 



THE HANDBAG ASSORTMENT offers a selection of designs that 
cater to spring’s hottest trends 

including waist bags, oversized totes and structured satchels in a wide range of textures 
and patterns. the eyewear collection includes a mixture of retro-inspired oversized cat-
eye styles with reflective lenses as well as classic aviators.



FOR JEWELRY, oversized hoop 
earrings paired with 

silver metal chokers create a fashion-forward 
look, while vibrant fringe earrings in red add 
a pop of color to any wardrobe.



INDEPENDENTINDEPENDENT
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THE WOMAN BEHIND ODD MOLLY
celebrating women. great, powerful, strong, independent and 
iconic women- odd molly wouldn’t exist without molly. a skater 
girl in venice beach in the ��s, who had courage to break free from 
conventions and follow her own dreams inspired people. that is 
how odd molly was born- from a simple skater girl. 

MOLLY’S VALUES reflect upon everything 
odd molly does ever since 

2��2. odd molly is a brand with a mind, a heart and a 
conscience. it celebrates all women worldwide together 
with the people, the places and the moments that brought 
us to where women are today.



ODD MOLLY - THE MIND, THE HEART AND THE
AND THE CONSCIENCE besides representing strong and 

powerful women, odd molly wants 
to help its customers to dress more sustainably. thus, they encourage reuse 
and recycling. as for the material of the garments, they use sustainable 
fiber. furthermore, the production, well, it is based on fair wear foundati-
on’s code of labour practices and odd molly’s quality assurance & chemical 
agreement. 



THEREFORE, ETHICAL AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 
are a big factor in their production. odd molly wants to influence 
its partners, employees and society in a positive way by actively taking 
responsibility and is at the same time, fighting for the right of girls 
to decide how to live their lives and contribute to society. 



A SOCIETY where girls feel a sense of freedom and 
dare to follow their dreams through 

self-sufficiency, freedom of expression and accepted diversity.
reuse and recycling. as for the material of the garments, they 
use sustainable fiber. furthermore, the production, well, it is 
based on fair wear foundation’s code of labour practices and 
odd molly’s quality assurance & chemical agreement. 



BEYOND THE CLOTHES 
ENVIRONMENT AND RECYCLING
it is a fact, the textile industry has an impact on the 
environment, using a lot of water and chemicals. thus, 
odd molly aims to be a sustainable alternative that con-
tinuously work towards improvements. odd molly does 
not design fast fashion, each garment produced shall be 
loved and used for many seasons. 



BESIDES, the company is working 
together with the organiza-

tion human bridge where they donate clothes 
that cannot be sold and instead of throwing 
them away these are given to people in need. 



THE CLOTHES are sorted 
before they 

are donated, to ensure that they are 
clean and in good condition. therefore, 
odd molly can be an example to ever-
yone, being one of the smartest, consci-
ous and caring companies in the world. 



SIMPLE
LUXURIOUS

JADICTED 
FIRST CLASS MATERIALS MEET

TAILORED DESIGNS

EYE-
CATCHING
EXTREMELY

BUT



ONLY CAREFULLY SELECTED MATERIALS
are used within the collection. they are processed and washed particularly 
gently. these high-quality fabrics are crucial for outstanding designs, 
longevity and a wearing comfort. high standards of materials meet perfect 
craftsmanship, which, in combination with the selected patterns and designs, 
creates the essence of jadicted. 

THE LABEL develops styles for women who are looking for the 
perfect companion for any occasion. the main focus of 

the collection is therefore on the all-rounder par excellence; the blouse.

LUXURIOUS MATERIALS
AND TAILORED DESIGNS 
with that certain fashionable twist charac-
terizes the label: JADICTED

WITH SOPHISTICATED 
ART OF TAILORING, styles 

are 
created that are classic and at the same 
time innovative, minimalistic and 
straightforward.



whether in a modern interpretation as 

A BOYFRIEND STYLE, 
in a classic fit, as a casual tunic, monochrome 
or in a trendy print, the product bandwidth 
is as diverse as the facets of a woman. luxu-
rious silk tank tops, timeless design shirts, 
as well as dresses, skirts and jumpsuits com-
plete the range.

THE ESTABLISHED BASIC STYLES such as the silk camisole 
offer every season timeless 

wardrobe staples, which exude coolness and understatement while new seasonal designs 
continue to catch and interpret current trends. jadicted is thus manifold in many ways: 
luxuriously reserved and at the same time fashionable! but above all always: wearable�



TRAVEL
DAY ET
STYLISH BAGS

A FANTASTIC

PARTNER



THE STORY BEHIND THE BAG
makes it unique and appealing. no exception for the products of

THE STORY STARTS WITH
THERESE NIKO BUSCH, 
who is always traveling from one destinati-
on to another, trying to optimize the collec-
tions offered. however, she lacked essenti-
al, yet fashionable, traveling items to carry 
along her journeys. 

therese niko busch started to explore old ar-
chives at day and came upon a simple nylon 
bag- light in weight, practicable yet compli-
menting the other bags as well as outfits 
that she brought along her journeys. a fan-
tastic travel partner, covering many needs.

DAY ET
with the introduction of the nylon bag, day et 
was born. the name day et originates from the 
french word et that means and�complimen-
tary�extra. a perfect name that underlines 
the additional accessories line of the brand 
house, day birger et mikkelsen. 

today day et has everything you need for a 
life in constant motion. they offer everyday 
bags, soft leather goods, phone covers, yoga 
mats, travel trolleys, merino scarves, gloves 
and so on.

DAY ET
EACH AND EVERYTHING 
comes in various colors, structures, prints, 
quilts and styles. if you are a mother, 
daughter, student, workout traveler, you 
will always be able to find the exact acces-
sory for you. and don’t forget, all of this 
just started with a simple nylon bag…
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A WIDE VARIETY 
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+++ SHOE TRENDS +++
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HIP-HOP ELEMENTS such as graffiti art, bright colors, 
rivets and asymmetrical cuts create 

an innovative look in conjunction with ethnic influences such as glass beads. 
breaking new ground and uniting ideas, having the courage to explore and 
experiment the unknown without losing one's identity – has always been the 
motto of a.s.��. the results of this process can be found in the collection 
themes "neon urban rebel," "tuareg" and "ele-gance with character."

A WIDE VARIETY OF 
STYLES was immersed for the 

spring- summer 2�1� 
collection by the italian label A.S.98
the brand mixes and transforms various 
influences to put them perfectly in the lime-
light through the new models. thus, by com-
bining sportswear and urban elements, a.s. 
�� creates a completely new design concept, 
which is rebellious and moves outside the 
well-known rules. 



NEON URBAN REBEL 
for the first collection theme "neon urban 
rebel" a.s.��. was inspired by the vibrant life of 
the big cities with their diverse range of music 
and art. fancy prints, futuristic materials, mesh 
as well as neon applications, colored hangtags 
and sporty closures make sneakers, boots, san-
dals and bags absolute highlights. of course, the 
label's ci should not be missing either: the focus 
for the spring-summer season is clearly on the 
typical a.s.�� sole design. 

THE LABEL SHAPES 
the coordinates of the table edge of its design 
office in italy on the high-quality leather and 
rubber soles, but also on the leather straps of 
the accessories, in order to transport their dna.



 GOLD.

TUAREG    impressed by desert, wild nature, adventure and 
travel the second collection theme "tuareg" was born. glass 
and silver applications, leather fringes, entanglements and 
laser cuts are used to create the perfect festival atmosphere 
with boots, sandals and bags. in order to stay true to the 
natural look, green and brown tones form the basis. this is 
enhanced with bold colors such as yellow, pink, purple and 
jade and decorated with ethnic accessories and studs.



IN TERMS OF COLOR, 
a.s.�� focuses particularly on bold nuances 
such as yellow, red and pink, as well as pastel 
shades lila and jade, but also on the classics 
light grey, white and black.



ASYMMETRIC FUSION  in accordance with the 
rebellious soul and the wanderlust of a.s.��, the predilection for 
architecture is not neglected in the fs 2�1� season either. the wedge 
heels are decorated with metal appliqués. they reminiscent of 
sculptural elements and they are a welcome addition to geometric 
lines, asymmetrical cuts and clean optics. in contrast, there are 
straight-line sandals inspired by modern architecture.



BY PROCESSING perforated 
and unlined 

leather, all models get a personal touch 
and a certain "handmade" touch. black, as 
well as the combination of light beige and 
black, forms the color basis of the third 
collection parts. the italian label conveys 
fresh optics with delicate jade and purple.



SUMMER
AUSTRALIAN

EMU
PURE SUMMER FEELING

SHOES THAT REFLECT



it is inspired by australia’s hot summer, refreshing water, wetlands and 
natural springs. seasonal colors of this collection are bright and fresh, 
pairing coral, sea green and sky blue with warm bronze and rose gold. this 
collection has been designed in australia and crafted with the finest materials 
with a sophisticated spin. slides, sandals and sporty flats dominate, with 
exposed sheepskin, that will not only look great but also provide function. 

CRUISE COLLECTION hand-crafted by artisans to be enjoyed by 
all, the 1��� leather, cruise collection of 

shoes and sandals are inspired by earthy elements. dip-dyed leather and saturated 
tones are highlighted with high-shine, metallic details for understated beauty. 
due to its built with cushioned footbeds, these styles have been designed for 
morning to night with compromising comfort and style.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO AUSTRALIA? 
no� well now it’s your chance to experience it through spring-
summer 1� collection by EMU AUSTRALIA



ORIGINALS COLLECTION
this collection is made from only the finest hand 
selected australian double face sheepskins. for the 
first time ever, emu has developed a line of modern 
sandals built around the iconic sheepskin boot. 

EXPOSED SHEEPSKIN UPPERS 
are paired with light and flexible, dual layer eva and 
rubber outsole. therefore, it ensures all day cushioning 
and stability. feminine shapes with seasonal colors 
deliver a contemporary edge to the spring originals line. 



BEACH SANDAL COLLECTION designed for ever-
yday wearing, the 

beach sandal collection delivers comfort on a raised sole unit, which also 
lengthens your legs. premium plush sheepskin and full grain leathers have 
been hand selected for an instantly comfortable fit. the soft eva provides 
both the comfort and stability needed for all day wear. additionally, the 
sculpted, cushioning insole will adjust to your foot beautifully over time 
giving you a custom fit.



BALANCE COLLECTION everybody wants to 
look good and feel 

comfortable, right? that is the perfect balance. therefore, the 
balance collection offers just that. providing comfort without 
compromising style, this range combines the benefit of lightweight 
athletic tooling with the look and feel of a sophisticated sandal. the 
straps in the uppers are there for support and stability. moreover, 
they provide arch support and contoured memory foam insoles 
deliver all day comfort leading to the perfect balance between 
style and comfort.



ATLAS AND EXPLORER COLLECTIONS
with the global traveler in mind, the atlas collection is designed for the new-age 
wanderer. enclosed toes and heels, memory foam footbeds, and natural leather 
uppers make walking all day a breeze. while, the explorer collection is the epitome 
of functional fashion, feminine silhouettes are paired with sumptuously soft, 
waterproof suede and highly durable full grain leather. utility styled, this range 
is perfect for transitional weather for the fashion forward woman. 



AGL
FEMININE CREATIVITY

GIRLTHE
TIME OF

POWER



THE FEMININE CREATIVITY 
does not only hint of luxury, but also of the 
smooth wearing comfort of a glove. neat shapes, 
pure lines and precise patterns are the hallmarks 
of an agl design. driven by passion, their designs 
have been constantly redefined until it has come 
to originality and personality of the wearer. now, 
attilio gusti is ready to show the world that ‘made 
in italy’ means only the best quality.

ONE NAME, ONE BRAND AND ONE PASSION. 
the three powerful giusti sisters: sara, vera and marianna carry on the 
success story since 1��� by creating minimalist, feminine footwear under 
the name AGL (ATTILIO GIUSTI LEOMBRUNI)

THE SPRING 

SUMMER COLLECTION 
this spring and summer season attilio 
giusti offers the gladiator sandal, which 
is a must-have shoe for women. the giusti 
sisters renew their style from season to 
season through a selection of new materi-
als and luxurious, trendy embellishments. 
the gladiator sandals are available in 
white, powder pink and black. moreover, 
the �� rings inserted by hand in the crinkle 
patent leather confirm the superb quality 
of italian craftsmanship. oh, and the straps 
running up the leg� they add a touch of 
discreet sensuality, which is a hallmark of 
sara, vera and marianna.



TRAVEL THIS SPRING/SUMMER 
WITH ATTILIO GIUSTI travel is an inte-

gral part of the 
contemporary woman’s life, she is always with a suitcase 
ready to go. of course, travelling without unique foot-
wear, that is ideal for any occasion, is almost unimaginable. 
sara, vera and marianna, once again, come up with unique 
and evocative pieces inspired by travel destina-tions. there-
fore, the color palette includes soft warmths, neutral sha-
des and bright tones which is per-fect for a woman who is 
planning to travel this spring�summer season.



FEMININE  
ULTRAFEEL

PRIMADONNA
A PERFECT (FIT) SUMMER 

COLLECTION

+++ LINGERIE TRENDS +++

 & BE  



to give feminine curves the support and sexi-
ness they deserve is the mission of the linge-
rie brand PRIMADONNA
the brand is the leading expert in lingerie for 

LARGER CUP SIZES. furthermore, 
primadonna  is

known for its flattering fit and fashionable 
designs that make you feel like a million dollars, 
whatever your shape is.

LUXURIOUS LINGERIE
AT ITS MOST EXQUISITE
lavish designs and striking colors are trending 
this winter and can be seen in interior design, fas-
hion, and in lingerie. this trend is characterized 
by baroque embroidery, shimmering fabrics, and 
designs with a feminine vintage look. spoil your-
self with these luxurious lingerie sets�



LIGHT AS A FEATHER...
lingerie with feathers� why not� the name plume refers to the stunning 
embroidery in an original feather design and with an elegant shimmer. 
embrace your femininity and wrap yourself in luxury�

OUR STYLE TIPS   this comfortable bra completely covers your 
breasts and provides good support. the smart use of the feather embroidery 
makes the bra look ethereal and incredibly sexy. a smooth silhouette and a 
flirtatious cleavage. the body creates an elegant waistline and has chic, crossed 
embroidered bands in the front.



SENSUAL SATIN LOOK
luxurious fabrics and baroque designs are hot this autumn for your 
interior, on the catwalk, and soon in your lingerie drawer as well. 
this trend has been captured in the graceful sets from chandelier: a 
gorgeous combination of a soft satin fabric and elegant embroidery. 
sensual and chic lingerie with a subtle sparkle.

HIGH-LUXURY LINGERIE 
FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
if you are looking for lingerie for a special occasion but that you 
can also wear all-year round, then the sets from fireworks are 
perfect for you. the colorful embroidery sparkles like fireworks in 
the night sky and gives you a youthful and fashionable look.

NEW! a primadonna premier: a sensual balconette padded bra 
with all-over embroidery. for comfortable support and 

a luxurious look�

GLAMOROUS BY NATURE
if you translate italian flair into lingerie, you get the lingerie from 
dolce vita: sensual and glamorous by nature, with a generous dash 
of class.

OUR FAVORITE the trendy long line bra with black 
abstract flowers on nude tulle for a 

tattoo-inspired look.

MORE IS MORE
if you adore luxury, you should just go all the way with elegant 
lace, stylish colors, and swarovski crystals. the baboushka sets have 
everything you need to give your curves an ultra-luxurious look. a 
tip for the festive days... and the days that follow.
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we have started this issue with the interna-
tional women's day. matching to it, a wonderful 
spring-summer collection is available, which is a 
powerful ode to everyday heroines as well as a 
homage to feminine intuition. thus, in the focus 
are strong women who innately inspire and move 
others. as usual, the collection is made for and 
by women by MARIE JO



MARIE JO WAS INSPIRED BY ICONIC 
MUSES AS THE ULTIMATE SYMBOL OF
BOLD FEMININITY. the intuitive flair inherent to all 

inspirational women is mirrored 
in gala, a luxurious lingerie set in delicate lace with a vintage blue 
floral print designed entirely in-house. 



MARIE JO delved into the archives of french lace expert 
noyon in search of something unique. an 

exclusive vintage drawing inspired the belgian brand to design two 
contemporary lace varieties, which were then exclusively developed 
by noyon for marie jo. the result is a seemingly casual combination 
of sweet and sensual, designed with technical finesse and a nod to 
ancient craftswoman ship.



THIS SET perfectly encapsulates the everyday heroine theme. 
gala presents a powerful image of intuitive femi-

ninity without compromising on fit. after all, marie jo's ultimate 
goal is to create comfort with couture sensibility for every day. the 
cut is impeccable and extremely comfortable. in addition to being 
stunning, gala effortlessly reflects the desires of our inner muse. 
it celebrates everyday as women’s day.



THIS SUMMER, marie jo has chosen to dive wholehe-
artedly into the world of the visual 

arts. belgium’s favourite lingerie label derived its inspiration from 
the intriguing relationship between the artist and his muse, trig-
gered by the modigliani exhibition at the tate modern. the new 
summer collection of the belgian fashion house shines a spotlight 
on the power of feminine intuition.

MARIE JO SUMMER 2019 
POWERFUL ANTHOLOGY ABOUT 
AN INTRIGUING WOMAN



ALONGSIDE THE THEME, marie jo has also 
drawn its inspiration 

from iconic floral motifs – so typical to the belgian lingerie label 
– with a lively interpretation of the prevailing color trends. the 
graceful sophistication of a flower embodies the strong muse that is 
the guiding principle behind every marie jo design. the floral theme 
shows itself from its most exuberant side with an expressive palette 
of colors in bright shades like raspberry red, pink and bright blue.



FRANCOISE marie jo translated this floral trend into 
high-standard materials this season, like 

swiss embroidery, dentelle de calais, and italian lace, in which each 
piece is crafted in accordance with its deep-rooted expertise. marie 
jo’s exclusive floral signature is prominently visible in the mate-
rials, which were developed exclusively for marie jo.



GALA 
ROSE BOUDOIR this summer’s absolute 

eye-catcher is called gala 
and elegantly refers to the indispensable and dyna-
mizing role of a strong muse. this set perfectly expresses 
the theme of the collection, with a vintage side from 
the 1990s: subtle and powerful at the same time. 



THIS LINGERIE SET is technical tour 
de force of centu-

ries-old craftswomanship: with grège as its foun-
dation, the flower is coloured in with dégradé yarn. 
accommodating dégradé hues of mocha and sky-blue 
comprise the perfect palette of colours to highlight 
the exquisite craftswomanship and gossamer quality 
of the lace.



THE GALA luxury set is the product of belgian 
design and european crafts(wo)

manship. delicate lace and the unique floral print 
form a subtle combination that exudes a subtle opale-
scent effect, for an extravagant summer with a good 
dose of nostalgia.


